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Abstract 

Over the last decades, the world has not only seen an increase in nonviolent campaigns that 

challenge regimes, but also a dramatic increase in women’s participation in those campaigns. 

Despite this trend, there are few studies that explain if and how women influence nonviolent 

campaign outcomes. This study seeks to contribute to this understudied topic by exploring 

whether female protestors have an effect on the outcomes of nonviolent campaigns. The 

research question is: Why do some nonviolent campaigns succeed, while others fail? By 

synthesizing sociological concepts with rational agency-based factors that have proven to 

produce successful outcomes, I construct three gender-related campaign dimensions: (1) gender 

framing techniques; (2) gender experiences; and (3) shared gender-equal attitudes, that I argue 

increase the likelihood of successful campaigns. I evaluate the theoretical arguments in a case 

study using the method of structured focused comparison on the Sudanese Revolution in Sudan 

(2018-2019), the Anti-Mubarak Campaign in Egypt (2011), and the Anti-Bouteflika Campaign 

in Algeria (2011). I find that campaigns that are influenced by gender dimensions also succeed 

in achieving some or a majority of their goals, while campaigns that are not influenced by 

gender dimensions fail to achieve their goals.  
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It’s funny that the security officers think they can do something to us that our families have 

not already done …. ‘If they’re going to beat us, we’ve been through that; they want to lock 

us up, we’ve been through that — we’ve been locked up all our lives. 

– Muzan Alneel, Sudanese female protestor, in an interview with journalist Slona Jenkins 

(Financial Times, 2019, para. 15). 
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1. Introduction  
Studies on armed conflicts and violence have been the primary focus in the field of peace and 

conflict research. Much is known about the determinants of the outcome of violent conflicts. 

However, conflicts and resistance methods do not only involve armed groups and violence, but 

also nonviolent civil resistance campaigns and nonviolent methods. In fact, recent studies have 

shown that nonviolent resistance is more effective in achieving political change, such as regime 

change and anti-occupational demands, compared to violent resistance (Chenoweth & Stephan, 

2011). Studies have also shown that transitions that occur in the wake of successful nonviolent 

resistance campaigns create more durable and internally peaceful democracies than transitions 

initiated by violent insurgencies (Chenoweth & Stephan, 2011; Ackerman & Rodal, 

2008; Bethke & Pinckney, 2019). Despite these important findings, there is comparatively little 

knowledge about the dynamics and determinants of the resolution and outcome of nonviolent 

campaigns. Although studies on the outcomes of nonviolent campaigns have received increased 

attention over the last decades, there is little research on if and how different societal groups, 

among them women, influence the outcome of nonviolent campaigns. 

A recent report has found that there is a statistical correlation between frontline women’s 

participation and successful nonviolent campaign (Chenoweth, 2019a). The finding is puzzling 

in relation to the logic of nonviolent resistance theory, which assumes that political power rests 

upon pillars of support that are dependent upon the cooperation and obedience of the people 

(Sharp, 1973). Examples of pillars of support are e.g. the military, professionals, political elites 

and the bureaucracy. The character of the “political power” and who “the people” are, of course 

vary depending on the context and it is this variation that brings me to this study’s puzzle. If 

the regime is not dependent on its female population due to legal, political and economic 

discrimination, it would not be susceptible to nonviolent resistance campaigns where women 

withdraw their support. Following this logic, campaigns with moderate or high levels of 

women’s participation would be less successful in altering rulers’ power. But as Chenoweth’s 

(2019a) finding suggests, we do not only observe failed outcomes in gender unequal states 

where campaigns show a high number of frontline women’s participation. Illustrative examples 

are some of the nonviolent campaigns during the so-called Arab Spring between 2011 and 2014, 

where women were involved in the frontlines of the nonviolent campaigns but operated in one 

of the least gender equal regions in the world (Moghadam, 2004; OECD, 2014; World Bank 

Group (WBG), 2019). 
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How can this puzzle be explained? Few studies, if any, on nonviolent resistance outcomes 

provide answers to this question. The first and broader aim of this thesis is therefore to 

contribute to the understudied topic of nonviolent campaign outcomes by answering the 

research question: why do some nonviolent campaigns succeed, while others fail? The second 

contribution is to solve the research puzzle by creating and testing a new theoretical framework 

that explains if and how women’s participation influence the outcome of nonviolent campaigns. 

The framework is built on previous research from nonviolent resistance literature and social 

movement research. By synthesizing sociological concepts from the literature on social 

movements with rational agency-based factors that have proven to produce successful 

outcomes in nonviolent resistance, I construct three gender-related campaign dimensions: (1) 

gender framing techniques; (2) gender experiences; and (3) shared gender-equal attitudes, that 

I argue shape the outcome of nonviolent campaigns. I label the three dimensions as gender 

dimensions. I argue that gender dimensions set in motion five essential mechanisms, such as 

external support and a decentralized campaign structure, that increase the likelihood of success. 

The theoretical arguments are tested through two hypotheses which expect that: (1) nonviolent 

campaigns that make use of gender framing techniques and gender experiences are more likely 

to succeed and that; (2) participants in nonviolent campaigns that share gender-equal attitudes 

are more likely to succeed.  

I test the theoretical argument and hypotheses in a comparative case study of nonviolent 

campaigns in Sudan (2018-2019), Egypt (2011) and Algeria (2011). All three campaigns 

occurred in gender unequal states where the regimes are assumed not to be dependent on women 

(WBG, 2012, 15; 2019, 9). The cases represent three outcome variations: success, partial 

success and failure. I use the method of structured focused comparison in order to assess the 

hypotheses and the explanatory power of my theory. The data used in the empirical analysis 

was mainly gathered through a wide range of primary sources, e.g. news reports, blogs and 

social media accounts of protestors and recorded interviews with protestors. Secondary sources 

were also used, mainly scholarly research articles and books.  

The empirical evidence indicates support for both hypotheses. The main findings suggest 

that when gender dimensions are present, the campaigns are successful or partially successful 

and when gender dimensions are not present, the campaign ends in a failure. Further, the 

comparative analysis shows that only one of the gender dimensions, shared gender-equal 

attitudes within the campaign, seems to affect whether the campaign is a full success. However, 

the empirics also shed light on other factors that are most likely to have influenced the outcomes 

under study, which limits the explanatory power of the theory.    
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Chapter 2 begins with a review of nonviolent resistance and social movement literature 

where theories that explain outcome variations are highlighted. Chapter 3 provides definitions 

of important concepts and outlines the theoretical framework and causal argument. Chapter 4 

details the research design and operationalizes gender dimensions and the outcomes under 

study. Chapter 5, 6 and 7 present the empirical evidence from the case studies. Each chapter 

ends with preliminary case-specific conclusions about the theorized relationship. Thereafter, in 

Chapter 9, the cases are compared to each other and additional observations and alternative 

explanations of the theory are explored. It further includes a section that discusses important 

limitations and biases of the results. Finally, in Chapter 10, conclusions are outlined.  
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2. Previous Research 
Despite that the number of nonviolent resistance campaigns have increased over the last 

decades and despite that they have proven to be more successful than violent resistance groups, 

there is still comparatively little research that explains outcome variations of nonviolent 

campaigns. This study aims to explain if and how women’s participation influence the outcome 

of  nonviolent campaigns. Very few, if any, have investigated this relationship thus far, although 

there are some scholars who have begun to uncover broader relationships between nonviolent 

resistance, women’s participation and gender equality, such as the previously mentioned 

finding by Erica Chenoweth (2019a)1 and i.a. Suzanne Schaftenaar (2017) and Victor Asal, 

Richard Legault, Ora Szekely & Jonathan Wilkenfeld (2013) who show that there is a 

relationship between gender equality, the use of nonviolent methods and the onset of nonviolent 

campaigns. This chapter gives a review of the most important contributions regarding outcome 

variations of nonviolent campaigns and gender in the literature of social movement research 

and nonviolent resistance. The final section presents what the literature has not studied in 

relation to this study’s topic and how synthesizing the fields can contribute to filling the gaps.  

 

2.1 Nonviolent Resistance Literature  

It was not until the 1970s that the study of nonviolent resistance started to take form. 

Researchers have traditionally focused on why certain nonviolent strategies or techniques may 

or may not contribute to the success or failure of nonviolent campaigns (see e.g. Sharp, 1973; 

Peter Ackerman & Jack Duvall, 2000, Schock, 2005; Chenoweth & Stephan, 2011). Less focus 

has been put on structural conditions, but an increased amount of studies have been conducted 

over the recent years, e.g. focusing on how ethnic loyalties, the role and conditions of the 

military and how economic wealth and natural resources influence outcomes (see e.g. Svensson 

& Lindgren, 2011a; Lee, 2009; Saideman, 2012; Nepstad, 2013). However, the focus of the 

field is still mainly on agency-based explanations and structural conditions are generally 

disregarded as explanations for outcome variation (Chenoweth & Stephan, 2011; Sharp, 1973; 

Schock, 2005).  

Gene Sharp’s (1973) seminal work The Politics of Nonviolent Action laid the theoretical 

foundation of the research field. Sharp contributed with many interesting theoretical insights, 

 
1 The finding is from the 2019 dataset “Women’s Participation and the Fate of Nonviolent Campaigns: A Report 
on the Women in Resistance (WiRE). Findings are from 338 maximalist resistance campaigns (i.e., those 
campaigns that call for the toppling of an oppressive government, or territorial self-determination). The data set 
identifies both nonviolent and violent maximalist campaigns in every country in the world from 1945 to 2014.  
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but the most important contribution, in relation to this study, is the concept of multipolar power 

systems, which assumes that political power rests on pillars of support which ultimately depend 

on the continued support and obedience of the people. Pillars of support are defined as 

“institutions and sections of the society that supply the existing regime with sources of power 

required for maintenance and expansion of its power capacity” (Popovic, Djinovic, Milivojevic, 

Merriman & Marovic, 2007, 32), as e.g. the military, the professional and labor work force and 

the bureaucracy. Sharp (1973) furthermore detailed seven factors, such as the size of the 

campaign, third party support, loyalty shifts from those who uphold the pillars of support, 

adherence to nonviolence and the use of multiple nonviolent methods, that he argues contribute 

to the success of nonviolent campaigns. 

Subsequent researchers (see e.g. Schock, 2005; Chenoweth & Stephan, 2011) have 

emphasized some of Sharp’s factors, but also contributed with additional important insights 

that are relevant for this study’s theoretical framework. Chenoweth and Stephan’s (2011, 39, 

59) statistical key finding gives support to Sharp’s (1973) argument on the importance of a 

large campaign, but they also conclude that the size of the campaign is insufficient to guarantee 

success and that the quality and diversity of the participation may be equally as important as 

the numbers of participants. Kurt Schock (2005) introduced what has become key concepts in 

the literature on nonviolent resistance: resilience and leverage. Resilience refers to “the 

capacity of contentious actors to continue to mobilize collective action despite the actions of 

opponents aimed at constraining or inhibiting their activities” (Schock, 2005, 142). Leverage 

refers to “the ability of contentious actors to mobilize the withdrawal of support from opponents 

or invoke pressure against them through the networks upon which opponents depend for their 

power” (Ibid, 142-143). A campaign that has high levels of resilience and leverage are logically 

then more likely to succeed. The mechanisms that Sharp (1973) and Chenoweth and Stephan 

(2011) argue affect the outcome, are hence examples of factors that increase the resilience and 

leverage of a campaign. There are particularly five leverage and resilience mechanisms, some 

of which already have been mentioned, that are of importance for this thesis: 

 

Decentralized Campaign Network Structure  

Nonviolent campaigns that are built on decentralized network structures between a diverse set 

of groups and organizations that cooperate and have a united agenda, increase a campaign’s 

ability to maintain a significant number of participants and recruit new members. These 

characteristics enhance a campaign’s ability to continue to confront the regime in the face of 

repression, but perhaps most importantly, they increase to what extent domestic elites, 
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professionals and other important actors that the regime is dependent on, is willing to withdraw 

their support (Shock 2005, 143-145; Chenoweth & Stephan, 2011, 55-57).  

 

Diverse Use of Nonviolent Methods and Tactical Innovation  

Shock (2005, 143-145) argues that protestors’ diverse use of nonviolent methods and tactical 

innovation increase both the leverage and resilience of a nonviolent campaign. Tactical 

innovation is important because it makes it more difficult for the regime to predict and adjust 

its suppressive counter-methods against protestors. A diverse use of nonviolent methods help 

the campaign to maintain the initiative, as well as attract more diverse participants. Further, 

campaigns that use diverse methods of nonviolent actions generally know how to innovate 

tactically faster which can influence whether there is a backlash effect (explained below) (Ibid).  

 

External Support 

Nonviolent campaigns increase leverage over the regime if they have international support from 

politically important states and if they have international media coverage (Schock, 2005, 145; 

Dudouet, 2015, 182-185). External support further affects international and domestic 

perceptions of the regime as illegitimate and powerless, which in turn could affect the regime’s 

and the head of state’s own deliberations on conceding to campaign demands (Johansen, 2010).  

 

Adherence to Nonviolence  

Many scholars (Schock, 2005; Sharp, 1973; Chenoweth & Stephan, 2011; Ackerman & Rodal, 

2008) argue that a campaign’s ability to adhere to nonviolence gives it leverage against the 

regime. First, violence increases participation barriers to protest which affect the size and 

diversity of a campaign (Chenoweth & Stephan, 2011). Second, violent ruptures within the 

campaign might damage its image domestically and internationally which can influence a 

campaign’s support base from domestic elites, and other important actors that will or has 

already shifted loyalty to the campaign (Chenoweth & Stephan, 2011; Nepstad, 2013). 

Adherence to nonviolent can also influence whether the campaign receives recognition and 

support from international actors and media (Sharp, 1973).  

 

Backlash Effects 

A so-called backlash effect occurs when violent repression by the regime increases, instead of 

decreases, the leverage and resilience of a campaign (Sharp, 1973). The backlash effect takes 

its form in e.g. increased domestic and international mobilization for the campaign and 
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increased support and recognition from international actors. It can also help to shift loyalty from 

actors that the regime is dependent on (Martin, 2015). 

 

2.2 Social Movement Literature 

Social movement research is a broad literature field that has influenced the nonviolent 

resistance field. In contrast to nonviolent resistance, social movement research sheds light on 

structural sources, context specific symbols and frames and social, cultural and ideological 

settings (see e.g. Skocpol, 1979; McAdam, 1986, 1992; Tarrow, 2012; Jasper & Polletta, 2018; 

Beckwith, 2002). The focus on gender in social movement research was initially directed to 

differences between men and women in how often and why they protest. However, from the 

1980s and onwards, sociologists started to theorize about so called cultural meanings, framing 

techniques and cultural resonance (Yulia, 2010; Taylor & Van Dyke, 2007; Jasper & Polletta, 

2018). Cultural meanings can be defined as the beliefs, images, artifacts, and emotions that are 

available to activists in order to mobilize participation and support (Jasper & Polletta, 2018, 

68). Moreover, protestors can, consciously or unconsciously, frame cultural meanings through 

identity frames or through the use of cultural artifacts, such as poetry, art and the media (Jasper 

& Polletta, 2018). Cultural resonance explains how cultural meanings are perceived by others 

and how well they resonate with the population (Ibid). Moreover, sociologists Kyle Dodson 

(2015), has contributed to the field with a statistical study that finds that women are more likely 

than men to engage in nonconfrontational activities and that men are more likely to engage in 

confrontational activities.2 Dodson’s (ibid) study moreover shows that in contexts with more 

traditional gender norms, women are less likely to diversify tactics. In more gender equal 

contexts, both women and men diversify tactics and women are more likely to diversify tactics 

than men. Finally, social movement studies on women’s participation have mainly been focused 

on women’s mobilization and women’s networks in women’s rights movements, not on 

women’s participation in gender-mixed campaigns that have broader political goals (see e.g. 

Beckwith, 2002; Irons, 1998; Murdie & Peksen, 2015; Gallo-Cruz, 2016).  

 

2.3 Identifying the Research Gap 

The first section presented several important mechanisms that have been found to influence the 

outcomes of nonviolent campaigns. As was mentioned earlier, some studies have begun to 

 
2 Examples of nonconfrontational actions are petitions, lawsuits, and boycotts. Examples of confrontational 
actions are demonstrations, marches, strikes, and sit-ins (Dodson, 2015). 
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investigate the relationship between nonviolent resistance, women and gender equality, but not 

in relation to the outcome of nonviolent campaigns. Despite that the benefits of a diverse 

campaign are highlighted in the literature on nonviolent resistance literature, previous research 

fails to connect this discussion to how gender dimensions feed into the mechanisms that 

increase the resilience and leverage of a campaign. 

Social movement studies provide answers to why and in which contexts certain strategic 

decisions are taken, but they lack an explanation for how these concepts specifically relate to 

gender and if they influence the outcome of nonviolent campaigns. Although many sociological 

studies have been conducted on women’s participation, a missing analysis is women’s 

participation in mixed-gender campaigns with political goals in autocratic (that generally goes 

hand in hand with low gender-inequality) states. 

As the sections above have revealed, nonviolent resistance and social movement studies, 

in themselves, fail to explain why some nonviolent campaigns succeed, and others fail in 

relation to women’s participation in the puzzling context of gender unequal states. A theoretical 

framework that explains why and how women influence the outcomes of nonviolent campaigns 

is furthermore missing. My contribution will therefore be to create a theoretical framework that 

explains why and how women contribute to outcome variations by combining the mechanisms 

from nonviolent resistance literature and the concepts that have been described from social 

movement research. Besides from the lack of a theoretical explanation for why and how women 

might contribute to the outcome of nonviolent campaigns, gender dimensions and outcome 

variations have not been investigated in an in-depth comparative case study before. Why my 

contribution also is methodologically relevant.  
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3. Theory 
This part of the study presents the theoretical framework. I first present important definitions 

and the scope conditions of the theory. I then move on to conceptualize the dependent and 

independent variables. Finally, I present the theoretical argument, causal story and two 

hypotheses.  

 

3.1 Definitions and Scope Conditions  

Nonviolent Campaigns and Nonviolent Actions 

I define nonviolent campaigns as a “series of observable, continual tactics in pursuit of a 

political objective” performed by organized citizens or civil society actors (Chenoweth & 

Stephan, 2011, 16). In line with Sharp’s (1973, 67) and Shock’s (2003,  705) definitions, 

nonviolent actions are defined as non-institutional actions performed by citizens or civil society 

actors who have the goal of challenging government authority. Sharp (1973, 67-70) and Schock 

(2005, 16-17) divides nonviolent action in three overarching categories: (1) Protest and 

persuasion (demonstrations, marches, rallies, public speeches, the collective display of 

symbols); (2) Noncooperation (boycotts, strikes, open refusals and other forms of civil 

disobedience); and (3) Nonviolent intervention (sit-ins, nonviolent sabotage, pickets, 

blockades, hunger strikes).  

 

Cultural Contexts 

The context in which strategic decisions are made is important for this framework and 

something that is generally missing from theories on nonviolent resistance. I therefore add the 

assumption that actors’ ideas about what is strategic is culturally embedded. With culture I 

imply socially constructed gendered behaviors, expectations and traits. This means that actors’ 

own, and society’s, assumptions and expectations about these socially constructed gender roles 

influence the individual’s strategic and tactical choices and how they resonate with the 

opponent and other important actors. Further, I assume that the outcome of nonviolent 

campaigns generally is shaped by individual and collective agency, but that structural 

conditions beyond the individuals' control can influence its trajectory.  

 
Scope Conditions 

The condition for this theory is mass-based campaigns (minimum size of ten thousand 

protesters) that demand regime change in gender unequal states. Mass-based campaigns are 
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more likely to be diverse, which makes them appropriate for examining gender dimensions. 

While mass-based campaigns are often regarded as successful in themselves, many scholars 

have concluded that mass participation is not a guarantee for success, which can be empirically 

observed in the differing outcomes of mass-based campaigns (Chenoweth & Stephan, 2011). 

The theory hence aims to explain the differing outcomes of mass-based nonviolent campaigns 

that demand regime change in gender unequal states. 

 

3.2 Conceptualizing the Outcome of Nonviolent Campaigns 

The focus of this study is on the demands of the nonviolent campaign and to what extent they 

are met by the opponent. The opponent is the regime since the scope of this framework only 

involves antiregime demands by nonviolent campaigns. Studies on nonviolent campaigns have 

mainly focused on the outcome of a nonviolent campaign as a binary variable, a success or a 

failure. In regard to regime change demands, the outcome has consequently often been studied 

as “resignation or no resignation” of heads of states. Political change is however most often not 

as straightforward as a dichotomous variable. There are important dimensions that could be 

overlooked if the evaluation of the outcome of a nonviolent campaign is limited to the 

resignation of a head of state. Sidney Tarrow (2012, 245) argues that the ultimate effect of 

protest movements occurs through the absorption of at least a proportion of the protestors into 

“the gates of the polity”.  

I use Tarrow’s argument to explain and evaluate the achievements of a nonviolent 

campaign. Regime change, defined as the resignation of a head of state, is still an indicator for 

success, but with Tarrow’s argument I can expand the notion of success to entail if and how the 

nonviolent campaign achieves influence in the aftermath of a resignation, e.g. in the transitional 

period. The transitional period is vital to evaluate for several reasons. First of all, it gives a more 

accurate and an in-depth understanding of the quality of a campaign’s character and strategies. 

Second, it gives the opportunity to find potential new actors that interacts with the campaign 

and potentially influence the trajectory between the resignation of head of state to a transitional 

council or government. 

 

3.3 Conceptualizing Gender Dimensions 

The dimensions that comprise the independent variable are: (1) gender framing techniques; (2) 

gendered experiences; and (3) shared gender-equal attitudes within the nonviolent campaign. 

In this section, I incorporate the five identified mechanisms that, based on previous research on 
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nonviolent resistance, increase the resilience and leverage of a nonviolent campaign. The five 

factors that are relevant for this theory are: (1) decentralized networks; (2) diverse use of 

nonviolence methods and tactical innovation; (3) external support; (4) adherence to 

nonviolence; and (5) backlash effects. By merging the five mechanisms with the three gender 

dimensions, I demonstrate that gender dimensions not only influence, but set the five factors in 

motion, which is essential for a successful campaign outcome.  

 

What about Gender?  

There are mainly two schools of thought that seek to understand the origins and consequences 

of male and female behavior: biological determinism and social constructivism. Biological 

determinism argues that men’s and women’s behavior, value beliefs and qualities are 

biologically determined due to physiological differences. Social constructivism considers traits 

and behavior of men and women as socially constructed and assigned through normative 

expectations from both the private and public spheres of societies (Caprioli, 2000). 

This study takes on the social constructivist argument.3 I motivate my choice with findings 

from several studies that have found that individuals who are more supportive of equality 

between women and men are also less supportive of violence to resolve conflicts (Tessler & 

Warriner, 1997; Asal et al., 2013; Bjarnegård & Melander, 2017). These findings imply that 

value beliefs and behavior are not rigid and inherent to a specific biological sex, but rather that 

they are adaptable, context and time specific. Further, applying the social constructivist 

argument allows me to investigate how the gendered cultural contexts within a nonviolent 

campaign might differ and how these dynamic contexts enable or prevent women to take certain 

positions.  

 

3.3.1 Gender Framing Techniques  

Building on sociologists Jasper and Polletta’s (2018) concept of cultural meanings, I argue that 

cultural contexts, meanings and resonance, at their core, are gendered because gender 

stereotypes are an integral part of culture. Gender stereotypes will e.g. both influence the person 

 
3 I recognize that women and men are heterogeneous groups and that the extent to which men and women 
identify themselves with typical masculine and feminine gender stereotype traits vary. Other identities, such as 
ethnicity and class, also play a role in defining an identity. The focus of this thesis is however feminine 
stereotypical behavior and qualities and for the sake of the analysis I have to assume that women, as a group, 
have generic typical gender stereotype behaviors and qualities. Further, the purpose of this thesis is not to 
emphasize that certain traits are beneficial for women. It is important to recognize that socially constructed 
gender norms historically have and still impedes women to have the same economic, social, legal and political 
rights as men. 
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who uses framing techniques and those who are exposed to the message. I call these framing 

techniques gender framing techniques. Gender framing techniques that do not resonate with the 

existing cultural context, will not affect relevant actors to the same extent as gender framing 

techniques that resonate with the cultural context. 

Gender framing techniques that resonate with gender stereotypes are e.g. motherhood 

frames or frames that speak to gender stereotypical “female” traits like vulnerability, innocence, 

tenderness and peacefulness. An effective use of such frames in the context of nonviolent 

campaigns could e.g. be to frame military or police violence against “vulnerable” and 

“innocent” female protestors. Such gender framing techniques would logically backlash harder 

against the regime compared to men whose gender stereotypical traits in many contexts are 

connected to toughness and violence. An example of an unconscious gender framing technique 

and wide-spread resonance is women as gatekeepers of peace. The mere presence of women in 

demonstrations and sit-ins can decrease the regime’s and state-owned media channels’ ability 

to delegitimize and label the nonviolent campaign as e.g. street thugs or gangsters. Further, the 

likelihood that the general perception of the nonviolent campaign as peaceful increases if 

women participate. 

How do gender framing techniques then affect the five factors of resilience and leverage? 

First, they impact the diversity of the campaign’s repertoire of nonviolent methods and tactics. 

Second, gender framing techniques attract international media because they represent diversity 

and creativity, specifically in relation to gender framing techniques in e.g. art or poetry. Finally, 

they are crucial for protestors in managing outrage from allies and protestors after violent 

repression from the regime, because gender framing techniques amplify backlash effects by 

exposing and interpreting the violence “more” excessive and unjust against women compared 

to men.  

 

3.3.2 Gendered Experiences  

Socially constructed gender roles give men and women different life opportunities that result 

in different life experiences. I call these experiences gender experiences. Gender experiences 

are crucial for having a decentralized campaign structure that cooperates and have a united 

agenda. Sociological studies have shown that women, compared to men, tend to organize more 

in horizontal networks and that they tend to share responsibilities and leadership among 

members to a larger extent (Codur & King, 2015, 436). Further, due to the historical 

marginalization of women in the public spheres, I assume that women have experience in 

organizing on grass-root and communal levels as well as in more informal “hidden” networks, 
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e.g. through internet-based groups. These experiences generate strategic advantages in different 

ways. First, women’s experiences of operating in the private sphere allow them to attract and 

mobilize youth, elders and other less privileged groups in society that men generally do not 

have the same access to. Second, their experiences give them skills in how to best appeal to 

“their own” gendered group’s emotions and resolve.  

Another gender experience that creates unity in the campaign is women’s collective raison 

d'être in joining protests, which due to their historical underprivileged experiences and 

discrimination, is different from men’s incentives. It is hence easier for women to “unite” and 

due to their “nothing to lose” incentives, they would logically sustain nonviolent methods to a 

larger extent than men. Moreover, internet and social media have been important channels for 

women in order to organize when public spheres do not permit their presence. If women have 

more experiences than men in organizing in more informal networks, including the internet and 

social media, as was argued above. It follows that women then would have an upper hand 

experience in internet-based channels, which could influence how fast developments on the 

ground reach the domestic as well as the international audiences – which are crucial for 

backlash effects and external support (Sutton et al., 2014).  

 

3.3.3 Shared Gender-Equal Attitudes within the Nonviolent Campaign 

I argue that shared gender-equal attitudes within a campaign are crucial in strengthening the 

campaign against the regime. First, shared gender-equal beliefs permit women and men to 

transcend barriers and rigid expectations that gender stereotypical roles create. It allows them, 

as Dodson’s (2015) study shows, to diversify nonviolent methods. I argue that such permissive 

environments also affect whether or not women can have leadership roles in the campaigns, 

which influence both the use of framing techniques and gendered experiences. Diverse 

leadership furthermore creates and accelerates the effect of decentralized network structures. 

More diverse groups, specifically women’s rights groups, will join the nonviolent campaign if 

gender equality is on the agenda as well as practiced within the campaign. This will broaden 

and enhance the functions of the decentralized network structure. Second, groups that share 

gender-equal attitudes are more likely to engage in nonviolent activities and less likely to shift 

to violent or mixed strategies (Asal et al., 2013). 

Third, female leaders, gender equality demands and women and men who cross gender 

stereotypical roles, are all dimensions that are in line with international norms on gender 

equality, which will motivate international actors to support the campaign. Moreover, when 

such dimensions occur in autocratic or semi-autocratic contexts, as they often do, international 
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media might be surprised by gender progressive narratives and on this basis motivate broader 

coverage. Fourth, if a campaign does not share gender-equal attitudes, it risks losing a large 

share of support from women who due to their experiences as a marginalized group in society, 

logically would be more motivated to sustain nonviolent protests. If the campaign disagrees on 

whether to include women’s rights demands, another consequence is a divided campaign that 

is not as effective as a united campaign. It furthermore risks being perceived as less legitimate 

in the eyes of the female population. Finally, a divided campaign will be easier for the regime 

to disregard in potential negotiation processes.  

 

3.4 Theoretical Argument, Causal Story and Hypotheses 

In line with previous research, I argue that the five factors of resilience and leverage can help 

to explain why nonviolent campaigns succeed or fail. I maintain that the function of resilience 

and leverage can help campaigners to stand strong against repressive regimes in order to 

withdraw pillars of support, but not without the presence and use of gender dimensions. I argue 

that the gendered dimensions of a campaign lay the foundation for the five mechanisms of 

resilience and leverage. Gender framing techniques, gender experiences, and shared gender-

equal attitudes are therefore essential in order for a campaign to succeed.  

As the sections above detailed, each gender dimension effects and sets in motion a specific 

set of mechanisms. I argue that the first dimension, gender framing techniques, set in motion 

and influence the effect of three mechanisms: diverse use of nonviolent methods, external 

support, and backlash effects. The second gender dimension, gender experiences, set in motion 

and effect: decentralized network structures, diverse use of nonviolent methods and tactical 

innovation, and external support. The third gender dimension, shared gender-equal attitudes, 

set in motion and effect: decentralized network structures, diverse use of nonviolent methods 

and tactical innovation, external support, and adherence to nonviolence. 

I moreover argue that the third dimension, shared gender-equal attitudes, is a necessary 

condition for a successful outcome. It has a particularly important effect on the outcome 

because campaigns with shared attitudes are more likely to sustain nonviolent actions, to have 

a united agenda, and to work through decentralized network structures. Furthermore, women 

and men are less likely to be restricted to rigid gender stereotypical roles that impede to what 

extent they are able to diverse nonviolent methods and innovate tactically. In other words, the 

third dimension, shared gender-equal attitudes, is a necessary condition for success, while the 

two other dimensions are only sufficient for a successful outcome. Although shared gender-
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equal attitudes is a necessary condition, a campaign where the three dimensions are not present 

simultaneously, will not be as likely to be successful. This is the case because not all of the 

causal mechanisms will be present if not all gender dimensions are present, which influences 

the likelihood of success. Therefore, when the three dimensions are present simultaneously, the 

campaign will not only have gained enough leverage to withdraw the pillars of support but also 

enough leverage to not be neglected in the political bargaining processes after the head of state 

has resigned. Figure 3.1, on the following page, illustrates the causal story. 

 
 
 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1. Causal Explanation 

 

Derived from the theoretical argument above, I will test the following two hypotheses:  

 

Hypothesis 1: Nonviolent campaigns that make use of gender framing techniques and 

gender experiences are more likely to succeed than nonviolent campaigns that do not 
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Hypothesis 2: Participants in nonviolent campaigns that share gender-equal attitudes 

are more likely to succeed than participants that do not share gender-equal attitudes. 
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4. Research Design 
The aim of this study is to evaluate the effects of gender dimensions on the outcome of 

nonviolent campaigns. I will investigate this relationship by answering the research question: 

why do some nonviolent campaigns succeed, while others fail? The research question is an 

important guiding tool in directing the analytical focus, but in order to fulfil important research 

criteria, such as how I can infer causality and generalize my results, it is important to be 

transparent with how and on which cases the theorized relationship is tested on. Below, I detail 

the research method, justify the case selection, and clarify how I will measure gender 

dimensions and the outcome of nonviolent campaigns. I also outline the time frame, data 

collection and the structure of the analysis.  

 

4.1 Method and Case Selection 

4.1.1 The Comparative Case Study Design: Strengths and Weaknesses  

I will use a comparative case study design for three reasons. Firstly, the method has to be 

comparative since the aim of the thesis is to explain variation in the outcome of nonviolent 

campaigns. Secondly, Chenoweth’s (2019a) statistical finding on frontline women’s 

participation and successful campaigns tells us that there is a relationship between the two 

variables. The statistical finding does however not explain which aspects or dimensions of 

female leadership that account for the outcome. This trade-off explains an advantage with my 

chosen method. The theory involves socially constructed gender roles, attitudes and behaviors 

that are complex and culturally contextual social phenomena. These complex phenomena 

require conceptual validity and case studies allows for a higher level of conceptual validity 

compared to statistical studies where independent variables are conceptualized and measured 

dichotomously or ordinally (George & Bennet, 2005, 19). Finally, my selection is motivated by 

the novel nature of the theory and the need for an in-depth comparative investigation in order 

to establish if and how the theorized relationship occurs. Moreover, the comparative case study 

design can also help me to refine under which conditions the theory has explanatory power 

(George & Bennet, 2005,19-22). 

Case study designs have many advantages depending on the aim of the study. There are 

however drawbacks that have been raised by many social scientists (see e.g. George & Bennet, 

2005; Collier & Mahoney, 1996). The perhaps most recurring limitations are the problem of 

case selection bias and the trade-off between internal validity versus generalizability (George 

& Bennett, 2005, 22). Unbiased and representative samples can be achieved through random 
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sampling. This is one of the advantages with statistical inference, but qualitative case study 

designs cannot randomly sample cases. The consequences of a strategic sample are either 

under- or overstated relationships between the variables, or findings that are falsely generalized 

to a wider population. There are however strategies that can help to mitigate these risks. I 

motivate and describe how I handle the limitations below.  

 

4.1.2 The Most-Similar Case Selection 

The population of cases that the theory speaks to are mass-based nonviolent campaigns in 

gender conservative states with maximalist (regime change) claims. The selected cases are the 

Sudanese Revolution, 2018-2019, the Anti-Mubarak Campaign in Egypt 2011 and the Anti-

Abdelaziz Bouteflika Campaign in Algeria 2011. The choices were firstly based on a selection 

criterion that is in line with the scope conditions of the theory. Besides this criterion, four major 

reasons steered the case selection. First, I have selected cases that are as representative of the 

wider population of cases as possible. I thus neglected extreme and unique cases, such as the 

nonviolent campaigns that occurred in Syria 2011, Yemen, 2011 and Libya 2011 where 

complex geopolitical interests and/or international interventions influenced the outcomes (civil 

war). Second, I have selected cases that are as comparable as possible. The countries share a 

common culture, religion and language and the regime in each case share autocratic 

characteristics. The countries also have similar discriminatory laws against women (WBG, 

2012, 15; 2019, 9) and the campaigns occurred during the same decade. The time period is 

important for two reasons; (1) cultural gender roles are not only context specific but also change 

over time; (2) the internet and social media are important tools for nonviolent campaigns and 

by selecting cases from the same decade, I assure that the campaigners have a similar starting 

point in terms of internet-based tools. 

Third, in order to mitigate case selection bias, I have chosen cases based on variance on 

the dependent variable, which is success, partial success and failure. Further, I have selected 

cases that pose more or less difficult tests for my theory. Rentier states are argued to pose a 

structural impediment for nonviolent campaigners to achieve their goals (Nepstad, 2013). 

Algeria and Sudan have economies and state apparatuses that have been built on revenues from 

natural resources, but Egypt is not as dependent on revenues from natural resources. Hence, the 

degree to which the campaigns are impeded from achieving their goals might vary. Fourth, the 

cases are selected to be as similar as possible on characteristics that might affect the outcome 

and therefore interfere with the hypothesized relationship in question. One important 

characteristic that can influence a regime’s resilience towards nonviolent resistance campaigns 
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is personalized regimes that are characterized by political patronage and clientelism. The 

regimes in each of the cases share this condition (Volpi, 2013; Hassan & Kodouda, 2019; 

Menza, 2012). Further, previous experience in campaign activities and counter-methods would 

logically give an advantage to either the campaign or the regime. All of the selected cases occur 

in countries that quite regularly have experienced nonviolent resistance campaigns (Volip, 

2013; Hassan & Kodouda, 2019; Nakhoda & Lawrence, 2011). Finally, the campaigns are met 

with similar levels of repression from the regimes during the campaigns (Chenoweth & Wiley 

Shay, 2019; Amnesty International, 2020).  

 

Cases Independent 

Variable 

Patronage 

and 

Clientelism 

Previous 

Campaign 

Experience 

Regime 

Repression*  

Dependent 

Variable 

Sudan ? Yes Yes 3 Success 

Algeria ? Yes Yes 3 Failure 

Egypt ? Yes Yes 3 Partial 

Success 

Table 4.1: Case Selection 
* 1=mild, 2=mediate, 3=extreme (measurement scale according to Chenoweth and Wiley Shay’ 
NAVCO 2.1 dataset, 2019).  
 

4.1.3 The Method of Structured Focused Comparison 

The method of structured focused comparison will be used to evaluate the hypotheses. The 

method is “structured” in that the same set of questions is asked for each case to measure the 

independent and dependent variables. The method is “focused” because only questions that are 

relevant to evaluate and measure the variables are asked (George & Bennett, 2005, 67-72). The 

structured and focused nature of the method helps to guide and standardize data collection and 

thereby also to systematically compare potential correlations between the variables across the 

cases (Ibid).  

 

4.2 Operationalization and Guiding Questions 

An additional important criterion in this research design is to identify viable indicators that 

capture the theoretical concepts. It is vital that the indicators have external validity. In this 

study, it means that the indicators not only measure gendered dimensions and successful or 

failed nonviolent campaigns in the selected cases, but also elsewhere. It is furthermore 

important to have a reliable measurement, which means that the study should be possible to 
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replicate by a different researcher with consistent result. In order to meet this criterion, I have 

created a measurement strategy that outlines several indicators and indicator values for 

measuring both the variables and the causal mechanisms. These are presented in the next two 

sections.  

In order to have an overview of important structural conditions that relate to potential 

alternative explanatory factors for outcomes, and to further ensure comparability between the 

cases, it is necessary to ask structured questions in the beginning of each case study. This will 

improve the possibility of inferring causality when I later compare the results of the cases. The 

initial questions are listed below: 

1. How long had the challenged regime been in power when the campaign started? 

2. What are the most important pillars of support for the regime? 

3. Is the regime dependent on its female population? 

4. Is the regime dependent on any bilateral, regional and/or international alliances? 

 

4.2.1 Operationalization Independent Variable 

The operationalization of gendered dimensions follows the same division as was outlined in the 

theory section: (1) Gender framing techniques; (2) Gender experiences; and (3) Shared gender-

equal attitudes. I specify when all, or only a few of the indicators, need to be present in order 

to evaluate if and to what extent the gender dimensions are present. I do not connect each 

indicator to a specific causal mechanism in the operationalization. I expect such connections to 

be revealed in the empirical analysis. I will ask the following questions for each case: 

1. Do protestors use gendered framing techniques? 

2. What types of gendered framing techniques are used? 

3. Do protestors use gendered experiences? 

4. What types of gendered experiences are used? 

5. Does the campaign share gender-equal attitudes? 

6. What are the characteristics of a campaign with shared gender-equal attitudes? 

 

GENDER DIMENSIONS (1 & 2) 

Guiding Questions Indicators Gender Framing Techniques 
and Gender Experiences 

Indicators Causal 
Mechanisms 

1. Do protestors use 
gendered framing 
techniques? 

- Yes, presence of one or more of the 
below-listed techniques 

- Yes, see below 
- No, low resilience 

and leverage 
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- No, absence of all of the below-listed 
techniques 

2. What types of  gender 
framing techniques are used? 

- Motherhood/daughter/sisterhood 
frames 

- Gatekeepers of peace and nonviolence  
- Woman icons and/or symbolic 

figureheads  
- Cultural artifacts, e.g. street art or 

music that resonate with female gender 
stereotypes 

- Diverse use of 
nonviolent methods 
and tactical 
innovation (e.g. 
from the three types 
of methods and 
ability to change 
tactics when the 
regime represses 
protestors) 

- External support 
(e.g. international 
media coverage, 
statements from 
international actors 
and/or states) 

- Backlash effect (e.g. 
increased 
mobilization or 
media coverage for 
campaign after 
regime repression) 

3. Do protestors use 
gendered experiences?  

- Yes, presence of one or more of the 
below-listed experiences 

- No, absence of all of the below-listed 
skillets and experiences 

- Yes, see below 
- No, low resilience 

and leverage 

4. What types of gendered 
experiences are used? 

- Women use different channels to 
mobilize support than men 

- Women are capable to attract less 
privileged groups to join the campaign  

- Women’s experiences of 
marginalization result in different 
raison d’être in protesting 

- Decentralized 
networks (e.g. 
inclusion of 
cooperative diverse 
groups that have a 
united agenda), 

- Diverse use of 
nonviolent methods 
and tactical 
innovation (e.g. 
from the three types 
of methods and 
ability to change 
tactics when the 
regime represses 
protestors) 

- External support 
(e.g. international 
media coverage, 
statements from 
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international actors 
and/or states) 

Table 4.2. Guiding Questions and Indicators Gender Framing Techniques and Gender Experiences 

 

GENDER DIMENSIONS (3) 

Guiding Questions  Indicators Shared Gender-Equal 
Attitudes  

Indicators Causal 
Mechanisms 

5.Does the campaign share 
gender-equal attitudes? 
 

- Yes, presence of all of the indicators 
below 

- No, absence of one or more of the 
indicators below 

- Yes, see below 
- No, low resilience 

and leverage 

6. What are the 
characteristics of a campaign 
with shared gender-equal  
attitudes? 

- The campaign explicitly advocate 
gender equality 

- Diverse formal and primary leadership 
between men and women 

- Women and men are permitted to 
transcend gender stereotypes that 
traditionally limit which actions they 
are allowed use 

- Gender-based discrimination and 
violence within the nonviolent 
campaign is not reported 

- Decentralized 
networks (e.g. 
inclusion of 
cooperative diverse 
groups that have a 
united agenda) 

- Diverse use of 
nonviolent methods 
and tactical 
innovation (e.g. from 
the three types of 
methods and ability 
to change tactics 
when the regime 
represses protestors) 

- External support 
(e.g. international 
media coverage, 
statements from 
international actors 
and/or states) 

- Adherence to 
nonviolence (no 
violent actions and 
consistent use of 
nonviolent actions 
throughout the 
campaign) 

Table 4.3. Guiding Questions and Indicators Shared Gender-Equal Attitudes 

 

4.2.2 Operationalization Dependent Variable 

The outcome of a nonviolent campaign is not defined according to the simple binary value of 

the removal or no removal of a head of state. The outcome is best measured through indicators 

that capture its dynamic dimensions. A nonviolent campaign is considered to be successful if it 
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achieves regime change and if it achieves influence in the transitional period as a negotiating 

partner. A nonviolent campaign is considered partially successful if the head of state resigns. 

A nonviolent campaign is considered a failure if the regime does not meet any demands of the 

campaign, or if the situation in the country is worsened due to regime response to the campaign. 

In order to assess the level of success of a nonviolent campaign, a set of guiding questions and 

indicators will be used.  

1. Did the nonviolent campaign achieve regime change? Were any other demands met by 

the regime? 

2. Was the nonviolent campaign part of negotiation processes concerning a transitional 

council? 

3. Was the nonviolent campaign part of a transitional council? 

4. If the nonviolent campaign was part of a transitional council, what did its participation 

contribute to? 

 

CAMPAIGN OUTCOMES 

Guiding Questions Indicators Success Indicators Partial 
Success 

Indicators Failure 

1. Did the nonviolent 
campaign achieve regime 
change? Were any other 
demands met by the 
regime? 

- Regime change 
(head of state 
resigns);  

- Other demands are 
met by the regime 

- Regime change 
(head of state 
resigns);  

- No other 
demands are met 
by the regime 
during the 
protests 

- No regime change 
(status quo) 

- Failure (e.g. 
authoritarian law 
amendments that 
worsens situation 
in the aftermath of 
the campaign) 

2. Was the nonviolent 
campaign part of 
negotiation processes 
concerning a transitional 
council?  
 

- Nonviolent 
campaign is part of 
negotiation 
processes 

- Nonviolent 
campaign not 
part of 
negotiation 
processes  

3. Was the nonviolent 
campaign part of a 
transitional council?  
 

- Nonviolent 
campaign part of 
transitional council 

 

- Nonviolent 
campaign not 
part of 
transitional 
council 

4. If the nonviolent 
campaign was part of a 
transitional council, what 
did its participation 
contribute to? 

- Influence in 
determining 
political positions in 
the transitional 
government 

- More of the 
nonviolent 
campaign’s 
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demands in regard 
to the future 
democratic state of 
the state achieved 
(e.g. constitutional 
changes or 
abolishment of 
discriminatory 
laws) 

Table 4.4. Guiding Questions and Indicators Campaign Outcomes 

 

4.3 Time Frame and Data Sources 

A clear time frame is important in order to ensure comparability between the cases. I have 

already argued for why I have selected nonviolent campaigns that occurred in the same decade. 

In addition to those reasons, I will clarify how I define the start and end date of a nonviolent 

campaign. The selected campaigns’ time frames are continuous, and their start and end date 

vary depending on the specific campaign and at what point in time the campaign achieved, or 

did not achieve, its major first goal, regime change. The start date is defined according to the 

first official mobilization event. The end date for a successful and partially successful campaign 

is one year after the campaign achieved its first major demand, regime change. The end date 

for status quo and/or failure is when mass-mobilization declines and/or when the regime 

declares that it will not concede to the demands. The start and end dates are based on consensus 

data from multiple sources, e.g. scholarly work, news and NGO-reports. The level of success 

is evaluated from the date when the head of state resigns until one year after the resignation. 

The time period of one year is a suitable period in terms of measuring the level of success 

because it does not limit the evaluation of the outcome to the resignation of a head of state or 

e.g. to the month when mobilization decreases. It furthermore allows for an in-depth analysis 

of the relationship between nonviolent campaign demands and the transitional period between 

regime change and political elections, which generally is one year.  

I will use primary and secondary sources. The primary sources consist of day-to-day news 

reports from when the nonviolent campaigns occurred. A large share of the primary sources are 

from protestors themselves, e.g. through blogs, social media accounts of protestors, Facebook 

pages and shorter videos from protest events on YouTube, but also through journalists and 

NGO’s interviews with protestors. The secondary sources are mainly from scholarly research, 

but also from NGO-reports. Since the topic under study involves conflicts over political rulers’ 

existence and legitimacy, the risks of biased sources are quite high. In order to increase the 

level of data credibility, I have triangulated data sources, which means that I have used different 
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sources to confirm the accuracy and potential biases of the data. There are mainly two issues 

regarding data availability, firstly there is a general lack of disaggregated information and 

secondly, there is generally less information on nonviolent campaigns that did not succeed. I 

will address these issues further in the final analysis in Chapter 8. 

 

4.4 Structure of Empirics and Analysis 

The next chapters will follow a common structure in order to facilitate the analysis. In Chapter, 

5, 6 and 7, each case will initially be asked the same set of questions in order to highlight 

important background conditions that might interfere or contribute to the hypothesized 

relationship. I will then present the empirics that has been collected in line with the indicators 

for the dependent variable and the independent variable. The empirical evidence for first two 

dimensions, gender framing techniques and gendered experiences, will be presented together 

since they most often occur simultaneously. I will end each case study with short case-specific 

conclusions that make preliminary evaluations of the causal mechanisms under study. Further, 

since the primary focus of the independent variable is on campaign activities and because the 

scope of this study is limited, I will not include regime response to campaign activities in the 

presentation of the empirics. I therefore assume an interaction between the two actors. Regime 

response will however be included when relevant for the outcome in the presentation of the 

empirical evidence of the dependent variable.  

The findings from each case study will be brought together in Chapter 8 where I examine 

whether there are between-case correlations that support the hypothesized relationship. I will 

furthermore evaluate the explanatory power of the theory and discuss alternative and 

complimentary explanations. Finally, I point to some limitations that concern the research 

design and data collection and how they influence the study’s results as a whole. In the final 

chapter, I conclude and discuss wider implications of the study for the theory and the research 

fields that have been in focus for this thesis.  
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5. The Sudanese Revolution 2018-2019 
The nonviolent campaign in Sudan started in the beginning of December 2018 (Amnesty 

International, 2020, 9). The first mobilization events were not in Khartoum, but in cities 

surrounding the capital (BBC, 2019a). Protest spread fast and only after a few weeks had 

hundreds of thousands of protestors gathered in Khartoum (Hassan & Kodouda, 2019, 89). The 

campaign sustained mass-mobilization and nonviolent methods all around the country for eight 

months, until August 2019 when the campaign had achieved two of its major goals.  

 

5.1 Sudan and the Regime of Omar Al-Bashir  

Bashir was appointed president 1993 after a military coup. Bashir and the National Congress 

Party (NCP) had been in power for almost 30 years when Bashir was ousted in 2019. Over the 

years, natural resource revenues allowed Bashir to personalize an autocratic regime that tied 

political elites and various branches of the military and security apparatus to his rule (Hassan 

& Kodouda, 2019). The majority of Sudan’s oil reserves are located in the southern parts of the 

country. When South Sudan gained independence in 2011, Sudan lost three quarters of its oil 

production. The loss lead to a deep economic crisis that Bashir was unable to control (CIA 

World Factbook, 2020a; Hassan & Kodouda, 2019). 

Bashir’s regime mainly rested upon four pillars of support: (1) The NCP; (2) The security 

and military apparatus; (3) External Support and (4) The labor force and professionals. Bashir’s 

regime was over the decades backed by the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Saudi Arabia, and 

Russia (Hassan & Kodouda, 2019; Cafiero, 2020; Ramani, 2019). Sharia law and restrictions 

on women’s rights implemented under Bashir’s rule have controlled Sudanese women in both 

the public and private spheres of society (Hassan & Kodouda, 2019, 99; Lynch, 2019). Bashir’s 

regime placed various restrictions on women’s employment and policed their social lives by 

enforcing strict dress codes that forbade them from wearing pants or leaving their hair 

uncovered in public (Hassan & Kodouda, 2019, 99; Lynch, 2019). According to the Women, 

Business and Law Index (WBG, 2019, 9) that measures legal, economic and political 

discrimination against women, Sudan ranks 184 out of 187 countries. Women constitute a 

minority of the professional workforce (WBG, 2010, 158). Women are therefore not part of the 

pillars of support to the same extent as men.  
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5.2 A Successful Outcome 

The campaign in Sudan succeeded to oust Bashir. The Forces for Freedom and Change (FFC), 

an alliance of official protest groups, was also part of a power-sharing agreement with a 

Transitional Military Council (TMC). The major goals of the campaign was to end Bashir’s 

presidency, to end his administration and to form a meritocratic transitional government that 

would prepare the country for democratic elections, i.a. through the creation of a national 

constitution committee (Sudanese Professionals Association, 2019a). After Bashir’s 

resignation in the mid of April 2019, the Defense Minister announced that a TMC would govern 

the country for two years under his leadership (Africa Research Bulletin, 2019, 22249). 

The campaign is reported to have intensified when the announcement of the TMC was 

made. Protestors reiterated their demand for a civilian transitional government and called for 

several so-called million-strong marches and they remained camped at the sit-in area outside of 

Khartoum’s army headquarters, where they had been protesting for months (Al-Jazeera, 2019a). 

This resulted in a short period where the TMC had to force several of its members to resign and 

the Defense Minister who was to step in as the leader of the TMC, was succeeded one day after 

his announcement. The TMC urged the international community to back the military council, 

but without success. Several reports state that army forces’ violent repression against protestors 

increased after Bashir had resigned, live ammunition against the protest crowds was e.g. used 

more frequently (Amnesty International, 2020; Rashwan, 2019; Human Rights Watch (HRW), 

2019b). The FFC demanded to negotiate with the TMC on the way forward and after a few 

weeks of sustained protests, the TMC agreed to initiate negotiations. FFC representatives and 

the TMC had their first negotiations in the end of April and both sides agreed to establish a 

joint civilian-military ruling council. No agreement was however reached over the composition 

of the sovereign council (Africa Research Bulletin, 2019, 22248-22249). 

The campaign sustained the sit-in area until a power sharing deal between the FFC and the 

TMC was signed in August 2019 (Al-Jazeera, 2019a, Hassan & Kodouda, 2019, 101). They 

furthermore agreed on a constitutional declaration that helped to establish a 11-member 

sovereign council of which five members are military personnel chosen by the TMC and five 

civilian members selected by the FFC. The 11th member is a civilian chosen by consensus 

between the two parties. The agreement further stated that the FFC will appoint the prime 

minister and 67 percent of the legislative council’s members, while other political groups that 

are not associated with Bashir will select the rest (Al-Jazeera, 2019b). Abdallah Hamdok, an 
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economist and former UN diplomat was nominated and elected Prime Minister in August 2019 

by the FFC.  

In late November Bashir’s party, the NCP, was dissolved, which was another important 

demand from the FFC (Burke & Salih, 2019; SPA, 2020a). Two other important demands of  

the FFC were to address the root causes of the country’s peripheral conflicts and to empower 

and end all forms of discrimination and oppressive practices against women (SPA, 2020a). The 

laws regulating women’s behavior and dress codes, were repealed by the transitional 

government in November 2019 (Al-Jazeera, 2019a). In April 2020, the government furthermore 

outlawed the practice of female genital mutilation (Walsh, 2020). The government has also 

prioritized to bring peace and address the root causes of Sudan’s many long-running conflicts. 

The Prime Minister e.g. initiated peace talks with rebel leaders only a few weeks after he took 

office, he i.a. travelled to Kauda, which is a stronghold of one of Sudan’s major rebel 

movements, to initiate talks (Morgan, 2020; El Fasher, 2019). He also began his tenure to travel 

to South Sudan to improve the relationship between the two countries (Al-Jazeera 2019a). By 

December 2019, the government had secured peace deals with 10 rebel groups, and committed 

to a roadmap to end the conflict in Darfur (Freedom House, 2020). 

 

5.3 Gender Dimensions 

Gender Framing Techniques and Experiences  

Sudanese women from all ages, ethnic, religious and socio-economic backgrounds participated 

side by side with men in the nonviolent campaign. Several sources report that women even 

constituted a majority, sometimes up to 70 percent, of the sit-ins and mass-demonstrations 

(International Crisis Group (ICG), 2019,  3; Channel 4 News, 2019). In December 2018, 

protests erupted in Atbara, a city rather close to Khartoum. Smaller demonstrations erupted in 

many parts of the city, but one specific persuasion method with gender framing drama features, 

is believed to have catalyzed and inspired mobilization to the campaign in Khartoum and three 

other large cities (Hassan & Kouda, 2019, 98; BBC, 2019a). It was a performance led by a girls’ 

school who used lyrics of political rap songs that compares the Sudanese military to the 

Janjaweed - a Bashir-sponsored militia which has been involved in many of the violent 

intrastate conflicts. The schoolgirls also performed a play in which they played protesters 

carrying flowers who were gunned down by classmates dressed in military fatigues (BBC, 

2019a).  
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A well-known phenomenon in the campaign was women’s role in initiating scheduled 

marches. Women used high-pitched sounds called ululation/zagrouda to gather neighborhoods 

to marches (Medani & Aziz, 2019; Shawkat, 2019). This sound is traditionally used by women 

in celebrations, especially weddings, across the MENA-region. There were several mid-aged 

or older women who helped to advance the campaign through the use of motherhood framing 

techniques, many of whom were called ‘Mothers of Martyrs’. One of the movement’s most 

prominent figures was Ahlam Khidir whose son was killed by the military forces during the 

nonviolent campaign in 2013. She led rallies and had strong ties to youths on the ground (BBC, 

2019b). “Motherhood-sentiments” were further often reflected in slogans like: “Mother do not 

cry, I am going out”, and in demonstration themes such as, “The walk for justice: Mothers of 

the Fallen and Those Detained” (Medani & Aziz, 2019, para. 15; Awad, 2019). 

Gender framing techniques that depicted women’s experiences were often used in art, 

poetry and symbolic public acts during the campaign. There are several reports on influential 

female painters, poets and graffiti artists who have encouraged protestors and helped to 

mobilize new protestors (Griffin, 2019; Raheem, n.d.; Haber, 2019; Mukhtar, 2019). Female 

painters often used art to portray women’s bravery and struggle in order to attract women’s 

emotions and experiences living under Bashir’s oppression (Haber, 2019; Mukhtar, 2019; 

Medani & Aziz, 2019; Ahmed, 2019b). Besides street art, women displayed art, performed 

songs and read poems on sit-in stages in Khartoum (Mukhtar, 2019). An influential poet who 

performed on one of those sit-in stages was Marwa Babiker. In the beginning of the protest, she 

had 1 000 followers on Facebook, and a few months later, she had over 111 000 followers 

(Mukhtar, 2019).  

Female graffiti artist Assil Diab innovated tactically in order to increase backlash effects 

after the regime had killed a protestor by spraying hashtags, such as #blueforsudan (color of the 

protestor’s Facebook picture), and painting walls blue when the internet was shut down by the 

regime (Bendimerad & Faisal, 2019). Aala Satir is another influential artist, a cartoonist, who 

set off a chain of artistic expression in Sudan on the mural wall of the larger sit-in areas in 

Khartoum. She started a series of illustrations called “We are the Revolution” with the goal of 

mobilizing women to initiate protests (Mukhtar, 2019, para. 17). One of her most famous 

paintings is a woman wearing a crown, with a text in Arabic saying: “A Woman’s Place is in 

the Resistance” (Lamensch, 2019, para. 6). Further, female protestors were often called 

‘Kandakas’, which in Nubian means queens, during the protests (Medani & Aziz, 2019). 

According to a Sudanese activist tweet, the title Kandaka was “… given to the Nubian queens 

of Ancient Sudan whose gift to their descendants is a legacy of empowered women who fought 
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hard for their country and their rights” (Makki, 2019). The Kandaka-symbolism had a catalyst 

effect when a picture of a young woman wearing a traditional ‘thaub’ dress stood on top of a 

car, leading a chant in one of the campaign’s largest sit-ins, went viral (Ahmed, 2019a; Aziz, 

2019; Mezzofiore, 2019). The picture was taken by another young woman named Lana Haroun. 

Before the name of the young female protestor came out, social media hashtags had already 

named her the ‘Kandaka of the Sudanese Revolution’ (Ahmed, 2019a; Aziz, 2019; Mezzofiore, 

2019). The name of the young woman is Alaa Salah and she is reported to have been the most 

important figurehead of the campaign. The picture has 67 100 thousand likes on Twitter4 and 

has been written about in all major global newspapers, e.g. CNN, Al-Jazeera, The Guardian, 

The New York Times (NYT), the BBC and France 24 English etc.  

An important result of Lana’s picture is that it brought international attention to the 

Sudanese revolution, which until then had had very limited coverage internationally (Ahmed, 

2019a; Aziz, 2019). Alaa was even invited to make a statement at the United Nation Security 

Council (UNSC) Open Debate on the Women, Peace and Security Agenda in October 2019. 

Alaa’s picture furthermore highlights how women have used their experiences of living under 

Bashir’s oppression to mobilize women. Her choice of clothing is furthermore very symbolic. 

Alaa was wearing a traditional women’s clothing called ‘thoub’, which has gotten much 

attention. Aziz (2019) states that Alaa’s clothing is very rare to wear amongst her generation. 

The author argues the clothing was worn to symbolize a past when women enjoyed more 

freedom and that the purpose was to build a bridge between Alaa’s generation and their mothers 

and grandmothers (Ibid). The decency of the traditional clothing is another indicator of the 

strategic nature of Alaa’s choice of dress. It is highly likely that she was aware of the resonance 

it would create versus if she had worn untraditional clothing, such as jeans, and portrayed a 

‘western’ feminist messenger. It seems like Alaa used the traditional clothing to strategically 

resonate with the gender conservative context that exists in Sudan. 

The picture of Alaa moreover influenced a wide range of diverse nonviolent methods, e.g. 

art illustrations of women wearing ‘thoubs’ by i.a. the above-mentioned paint artists, songs by 

the world known rapper Wyclef Jean with the song ‘Nubian Queen’5 and in chants during 

numerous demonstrations with slogans such as “my grandmother was a Kandaka” (Medani & 

Aziz, 2019, para. 9). However, Alaa was not the first woman to wear the thoub in strategic 

purposes in the campaign. The thoub was used by many women in demonstrations as well as 

 
4 Lana H. Haroun Twitter Account 
5 YouTube Clip Wyclef Jean - Nubian Queen 
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in social media campaigns to unite both male and female protestors (Haber, 2019). The hashtag 

#whitemarch (in Arabic, # ضیبالا_سرام ), was widely used on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter 

to mobilize protestors.6  

In terms of gender experiences and decentralized networks, the campaign spread out 

decision-making power among networks of neighborhood committees, civil society 

organizations, labor unions, women’s rights groups, youth activists and middle- and working-

class segments of the population as well as the Sudanese diaspora  (ICG, 2019,  3-4; Medani, 

2019; Amin, 2019; Wind & Reddy, 2019). Two female protestors and bloggers report that 

Sudanese women had the organization, tenacity and ability to reach a set of the population, e.g. 

other women, families and relatives, who the men generally did not have access to. This made 

them more effective organizers and mobilizers than men in the uprising (Reem & Shawkat, 

2019). HRW (2019a) likewise report that women’s groups at the grassroot levels were able to 

mobilize neighborhoods to join the protests. A protest representative from the LGBTQI+ 

community in Sudan writes that women’s groups share specific experiences of oppression with 

the LGBTQI+ community and the calls for ending these specific oppressive mechanisms, 

motivated him and other LGBTQI+ representatives to join the campaign (Hamada, 2019). 

Sudanese-Norwegian artist and LGBTQI+ advocate Ahmed Umar, protested as a diaspora 

Sudanese in the campaign. In an interview with 500 Words Magazine (Diab, 2019, para. 6) he 

states: “The fact that I’m genderfluid made it feel like a duty to join my sisters to stand together 

against inequality and violence”. 

Both men and women used social media as a strategic tool to answer to violent regime 

repression. There are however several reports and interviews with protestors that emphasize the 

fundamental function of a women-only Facebook group called ‘Monbarshat’ (Amnesty 

International, 2020; Vall, 2019; S. Ahmed, 2019). This group has over 303 000 members and 

was used by women to expose security officers who targeted protestors violently in order to 

create backlash effects. Women posted pictures of the men in the group and the members who 

recognized them to post the officers’ family names and where they lived. Several female 

protestors who were part of the group report that NISS agents started to wear face masks to 

avoid identification and that the exposure often led to social and even family exclusion of the 

security agents (S. Ahmed, 2019; Salih, 2019b; Vall, 2019).  

 

 

 
6 Twitter hashtag - White March  
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Shared Gender-Equal Attitudes within the Nonviolent Campaign 

The largest campaign organizer was the Sudan Professional Association (SPA)7 (ICG, 2019,  

4). Almost half of SPAs spokespersons are women (SPA, 2020b). In January 2019 SPA, 

together with 21 civil society organizations and political parties, created the FFC (Hassan & 

Kodouda, 2019, 99). Women had leadership positions and were organizers and initiators in both 

the formal alliance and in neighborhood committees (Abbas, 2019a, 2019b; Mohammed, 2019; 

Wind & Reddy, 2019). The FFC includes several women’s rights groups, e.g. the Women of 

Sudanese Civic and Political Groups (MANSAM)8, No to Women’s Oppression Initiative, 

Girifna Movement and Change Now (SPA, 2020a; UN Women, 2019). The campaign explicitly 

defended gender equality. The FFC demanded that women make up 40 percent of any 

transitional authority formed to replace the TMC and that the public order law that controls 

how women are allowed to act and dress in public should be abolished (Mohamed, 2019; Burke 

& Salih, 2019). Further, the Declaration of Freedom and Change, point seven, states that one 

of the goals of the FFC is to “Empower Sudanese women and strive to end all forms of 

discrimination and oppressive practices against them.” (SPA, 2020a, para. 10). The priority of 

women’s rights issues is however not only found in the official demands of the FFC, but as the 

section above has illustrated, nonviolent methods were frequently also built on calls for 

women’s rights and empowerment.  

Moreover, women-led neighborhood committees and sit-ins, planned protest routes and 

disobeyed curfews when the risks of repression from security forces were higher (Medani & 

Aziz, 2019; Working Group on WPS, 2019). Women used confrontational and non-

confrontational types of nonviolent methods. Women e.g. participated in throwing back tear 

gas at the police and stood in the front row confronting security forces (Deshayes, Bakhit, 

Ibrahim & Madani, 2019). There were however rather few women in permanent primary 

leadership roles of the formal organizations (except from the women’s organizations), but 

women did often replace male leaders who were jailed, and they led the associations in their 

place for weeks and sometimes for months (Sarai & Mohiedeen, 2019).  

Patriarchal laws and power structures dominate public and private spheres of the Sudanese 

society. Although the sections above reveal that women in Sudan reclaimed both space and 

power in the public spheres of society during the protests, patriarchal power structures were not 

 
7 SPA consists of independent syndicates of male and female university professors and lecturers, physicians, 
teachers, engineers, veterinarians and journalists (ICG, 2019, 20).  
8 MANSAM consists of eight political women’s groups, 18 civil society organizations, several youth groups, and 
various activists and academics (Al-Nagar & Tønnesson, 2019).  
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dismantled. There are events and testimonies from protestors that reveal sexism within the 

campaign, but there are no records of sexual harassments and violence committed against 

women within the campaign. One example of sexism within the campaign is a controversial 

SPA statement that was made to urge protestors to clean the streets of Khartoum. The statement  

read: “When is the cleaning day? On Saturday Kandaka – yes, we mean you, because you care 

more about it.” (Salih, 2019a,  para. 17). The message created fury amongst female protestors 

and a day later the SPA issued a regretful apology. The cleaning day in Khartoum did take place 

and both men and women participated (Ibid). Sexist slogans have also been used, e.g. one that 

compared Bashir to a woman – ‘weak and unfit to rule’. Protestors have fought such gender 

stereotypes and sexism through social media campaigns. There were even organizations that 

were established only in response to such attitudes, calling for sexist attitudes to be denounced 

(Wilson Center, 2019, Salih, 2019a). 

Sexual harassment and violence are mostly reported to have been committed by regime 

forces, not peer-protestors (Amnesty International, 2020; Tønnessen & Al-Nagar, 2019). 

Women at sit-ins have organized marches to demand that men actively challenge the culture 

that allowed sexual harassment and violence to go unnoticed and affecting women to feel unsafe 

in protest spaces (Elamin & Ismail, 2019). Protestors have even organized days of civil action 

against sexual violence across the country, where hundreds of female and male activists came 

out onto the street carrying signs that said: "It is not your fault" and "I was raped, and I am not 

ashamed" (Al-Karib, 2019, para. 21).  

 

5.4 Conclusions 

In the case of the nonviolent campaign in Sudan, the empirical evidence indicates that the three 

gender dimensions are present and that they seem to affect the likelihood of success. First, the 

use of gender framing techniques and gender experiences resulted in a diverse use of nonviolent 

methods and tactical innovation. Most often the framing techniques and experiences occurred 

simultaneously and affected not only one but several of the causal mechanisms at the same 

time. The perhaps most evident example is the combined character of gender framing 

techniques and gender experiences in the icon Alaa Salah and its effect on external actor and 

media-based support for the campaign as well as the effect on the diverse use of nonviolent 

methods. 

The example of Alaa Salah and the frequent use of the ‘thoub’ in the campaign’s nonviolent 

methods, is vital to bring forward since it demonstrates the strategic importance of framing 
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techniques’ resonance with the cultural context. Further, it illustrates the effect of women’s 

experiences of societal exclusion on uniting the campaign. The empirics furthermore indicate 

that the campaign had an advanced decentralized network structure and that it correlated with 

both women’s leadership positions in neighborhood committees and women’s ability to reach 

out to new groups but also to maintain protestors in the campaign. Further, parallel media 

channels as e.g. the women’s only Facebook group, points to backlash effects as well as tactical 

innovation in response to regime repression.  

Second, the empirical evidence reveals that the campaign shared gender-equal attitudes, 

both in terms of a gender-equal inclusive agenda and in terms of gender divisions in leadership 

and gender divisions in the use of nonviolent methods. However, sexism within the campaign 

was reported but violence against women and wide-spread discrimination were not found. An 

interesting observation that was not anticipated, but shows another important effect of shared 

gender-equal attitudes, is the campaign’s initiatives against sexism, something that most 

probably had not occurred or been accepted if the campaign did not share gender-equal 

attitudes. Furthermore, the campaign in Sudan is known for its unwavering adherence to 

nonviolence (NYT, 2019; Hursh, 2019; Dodd, 2019), which partly could be traced to its shared 

gender-equal attitudes. Third, gender-equal attitudes also appear to have influenced the 

campaign’s ability to unite in the creation of the FFC and to stay united against the TMC after 

Bashir had resigned, as well as cooperate in decentralized networks. The combination of the 

three gender dimensions also seem to be combined with unprecedented support for the uprising 

amongst the Sudanese population, the international community and regional actors, as well as 

an advanced decentralized network structure. The campaign received extensive external 

support, not only from international media, but from politically powerful organizations and 

actors like the African Union (AU), the European Union (EU), the United States (US) and the 

United Kingdom (UK) all of whom backed the FFC’s demands (Africa Research Bulletin, 

22249; NYT, 2019). 
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6. The Anti-Bouteflika Campaign 2011 
The nonviolent campaign in Algeria started in the beginning of January 2011 (BBC, 2011a; 

Volpi, 2013). Protestors first mobilized in cities outside of Algiers, but only after a few days, 

protests were reported in twenty regions in the country (Volpi, 2013, 107). Events of mass-

protests diminished from the month of June 2011 after Bouteflika had promised several 

concessions according to the campaigners’ goals (Volpi, 2013; Chenoweth, 2019b).  

 

6.1 Algeria and the Regime of Bouteflika 

Abdelaziz Bouteflika was elected president in 1999 and had been in power for 12 years when 

the nonviolent campaign began in 2011. Export of oil and gas is the backbone of the Algerian 

economy and it accounts for roughly 30 percent of the GDP and 60 percent of budget revenues 

(CIA World Factbook, 2020b). Oil and gas revenues allowed Bouteflika to personalize the 

Algerian state-apparatus through political patronage, corruption and clientelism that mainly 

involves the military and security apparatus, often referred to as “le pouvoir” (the authority) 

(Arshad, 2017, 260-262). The military and the security apparatus control large parts of the 

country’s authority, they have e.g. controlled and influenced all presidential elections since 

independence from France in the 1960s (Bouandel, 2002, 23, 27). Natural resource revenues 

and the military and security apparatus are the first two pillars of support to the Bouteflika 

regime. The National Liberation Front (Front de Libération Nationale, FLN), the third pillar of 

support, ruled the country since independence and was integral to Bouteflika’s regime (Arshad, 

2017, 268-269). Due to Algeria’s large revenues from oil and gas it has not been as susceptible 

as other Arab states to Saudi Arabian or other Gulf states influence. The regime is dependent 

on its professionals and labor force, as much as 40 percent of the country’s labor force worked 

in the public sector in 2011 (Hill 2019, 1389). Algerian women constitute a minority of the 

work force participation (WBG, 2010, 51). According to the Women, Business and Law Index 

(WBG 2019, 9) that measures legal, economic and political discrimination against women, 

Algeria ranks 157 out of 187 countries. Hence, women are not part of the pillars of support to 

the same extent as men.  

 

6.2 A failed Outcome 

The nonviolent campaign in Algeria failed to achieve regime change. The nonviolent campaign 

had several demands, the main demand was the resignation of Bouteflika, but there were also 
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calls for the whole political establishment to step down. The organized demonstrations were 

called for by an ad-hoc organization called the National Co-ordination for Change and 

Democracy (Coordination Nationale pour le Changement et la Démocratie, CNCD). The 

CNCD consisted of opposition parties, unions and civil society organizations (Volpi, 2013, 

109). CNCD’s official demands were multiple, e.g. the release of political detainees, the 

creation of a national coordination committee that would assist in democratizing Algeria and 

the abolishment of a state of emergency law that had been implemented since the civil war in 

the 1990s (Algeria-Watch, 2011; Volpi, 2013, 108). The state of emergency authorized the 

regime to detain suspects without charge. Further, many protestors demanded improved labor 

rights and minimum wages (Achy, 2011). 

Already one month after the first protests erupted in Algeria, the regime indicated that the 

state of emergency would be lifted and. The law was lifted a few weeks after the announcement 

(Volpi, 2013, 108; BBC, 2011b). The lifting of the law was generally regarded as a concession 

by Algerians, but since parts of the emergency law were incorporated in the Penal Code and 

the Code of Criminal Procedure, the overall impact remained limited according to Amnesty 

International (2014a, 5). The regime e.g. still had the right to ban public demonstrations. In 

April 2011, Bouteflika promised a package of reforms to strengthen democracy, e.g. a revision 

of the electoral law; the appointment of a constitutional reform committee; a new law on 

information; and a reform of the law on civil society organizations (Volpi, 2013, 112; 

Governance and Social Development Resource Center, 2011, 3). Shortly after protests erupted, 

the regime also increased public-sector spending by 25 percent and increased the salaries for 

civil servants by 34 percent (Volpi, 2013, 110; BBC, 2011c).  

The promised package of reforms made in April 2011 was introduced in two new laws, the 

Law on Associations and the Law on Information, one year after the protests erupted. The laws 

from January 2012 contained few if any improvements and has in numerous ways proven more 

restrictive than the law it replaced according to HRW (2011, 2019c), Amnesty International 

(2013) and the International Center for Not for Profit Law (ICNL) (2020). The law e.g. still 

gave the regime the right to refuse to register associations and kept regulations on substantial 

restrictions on associations’ ability to publish and disseminate information (ICNL, 2020). 

Further, at least 32 provisions in the law on information still allowed the regime to repress free 

expression and has resulted in unwarranted censorship. 
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6.3 Gender Dimensions  

Gender Framing Techniques and Experiences 

The nonviolent campaign included men and women from different socioeconomic 

backgrounds. Men were most often in majority in campaign activities (Chenoweth, 2019b; 

Chenoweth & Wiley Shay, 2019). The nonviolent campaign started with nonviolent 

intervention methods, e.g. blocked roads, burned tires and raids of government buildings and 

commercial centers, performed by young men and boys all over the country (Volpi, 2013, 107; 

BBC, 2011a). The events were referred to as riots in media and some of them turned violent, 

partly due to the regime’s fast, large and harsh responses from what the authorities called “anti-

riot” police, but also due to protestors attacking police and police stations by hurling stones as 

well as setting shops on fire (Al-Jazeera, 2011a). The beginning of the campaign was also 

characterized by four acts of self-immolation, all of which were executed by male protestors 

(Al-Jazeera, 2011b). The first organized demonstrations set off a few weeks after the afore-

mentioned methods were conducted. The organized demonstrations were called for by the 

CNCD.  

Women participated in protests, but in comparison to men, they did not speak out and were 

not as visible in nonviolent actions (Sinha, 2012, 146; Chenoweth, 2019b). Figureheads from 

the nonviolent campaign were mainly male and did not use gendered framing techniques and 

experiences, instead they represented controversial political figures like Said Saadi (leader of a 

secularist party Rassemblement pour la Culture et la Démocratie) and Ali Belhadj (former 

leaders of the Front Islamique de Salut) who either had compromised their political visions 

during the civil war (1991-2002) or had linkages with Islamist parties that had been banned 

since the 1990s (Entelis, 2011, 674, 677;  Barkaoui, Sereni, Hamza and Bensassi, 2012, 2). The 

main figure representing CNCD’s civil society organizations was Ali Yahia Abdenour, a 90-

year-old honor president of Algeria’s leading independent human rights organization, the 

LADDH (Ligue Algérienne pour la Defense des Droits de l’Homme). Despite his age, he 

participated in the demonstrations side by side with the protestors who protected him and were 

inspired by him. Ali Yahia Abdenour became a symbolic figure of the campaign and specific 

reports from French news agencies on his participation and leadership were made (BFMTV, 

2011b; LADDH, 2011a). 

LADDH has not been recorded using gender framing techniques and experiences to 

mobilize protestors, instead they mainly used Ali Yahia Abdenour to announce marches and 

sit-ins through traditional media (El Watan, 2011a; Volpi, 2013, 109, LADDH, 2011b). Other 
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groups that helped to mobilize protestors were Facebook-led initiatives, e.g. « Algérie Pacifique 

», le collectif citoyen, led by a male protestor. The Facebook page was created in January 2011 

and the majority of the interactions on the page are between male protestors and no gender 

framing techniques are used (Algeria-Watch, 2011; Algérie Pacifique Facebook Page, 2011). 

An example of an appeal is a call for mobilization to a rally against the illegitimate re-election 

of Bouteflika. Fifteen men have commented expressing dislike with the regime and one of them 

encouraged the men to listen to a song dedicated to “the sons of Mecili” (a well-known Algerian 

opposition figure who is believed to have been killed by the secret service) (Algérie Pacifique 

Facebook Page, Post from 7 April 2011).  

Two women’s rights groups9 that worked with eliminating violence against women joined 

the CNCD’s initial calls to mobilize but they, as well as women who represented other 

organizations  in the CNCD, seem to have had little agency and voice vis à vis the organizations 

and figureheads of the CNCD in mobilization strategies (Nour, 2011; Algeria-Watch, 2011). In 

one of CNCD’s press conferences in Algiers in February 2011, a woman criticized the 

mobilization strategies of the CNCD. She argued that the campaign, instead of having 

conferences in a closed hall, should go out on the streets and put more emphasis on cooperation 

between campaign groups and protestors in Algiers and in other regions (Filal, 2011, 6:00-

14:57). Her argument did however not gain support in the conference (Ibid).  

Further, the two women’s organizations that joined the CNCD did not use social media to 

communicate gender experiences nor used gender framing techniques to mobilize protestors 

and maintain protest engagement. One of the organizations did not have any social media 

accounts (Reseau Wassila/Avife Facebook Page, 2020, Tharwa-Fatma N'Soumer Association 

Facebook Page created 2016). Gender framing techniques and experiences are also missing 

from the recordings from the major demonstration events. Slogans like: “No to the police state,” 

“Give us back our Algeria,” “Boutef out,”10, “Le Pouvoir assassins” (The authorities are 

murderers), “Système Dégage” (Out with the system), are mainly documented from the events 

(Entelis, 2011, 674; Mekouar, 2016, 78). Protestors in the city of Ouzou used chants that 

referred to regime atrocities and had signs that i.a. said “Système Dégage” (Rusuccurus, 2011, 

00:05-02:47). University students who protested did not use gender framing techniques either 

and they mainly called for mobilization by framing economic grievances and the regime’s 

denigration of youths, e.g. with the slogan “We are students not thugs” (BFMTV, 2011a, 

00:40).  

 
9 Reseau Wassila/Avife and Tharwa-Fatma N'Soumer Association (Algeria-Watch, 2011). 
10 Nickname, in a negative sense, for Bouteflika (Entelis, 2011, 677).  
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Further, the largest student and youth-led mobilizations for demonstrations and sit-ins that 

gathered thousands of protestors in April and May, have no record of women or gendered 

framing techniques and experiences. Instead records of slogans like, “Halt à la repression des 

étudiants” (Stop the repression against students) (Hudson, 2011, 06:00-06:30) and the above-

mentioned slogans, “Système Dégage” (Tazir, 2011, 00:53) and “Le povoir assassins” 

(Benyoussef, 2011, 05:00-07:00) were recorded. However, there are some accounts of gender 

framing techniques by “The Mothers of the Disappeared”, which is an organization of parents 

who seek justice for their family members who are missing since the Algerian civil war. 

Hundreds of representatives from the group regularly participated in the mass-protest in Algiers 

(Al-Jazeera, 2011a). They were e.g. recorded chanting: “Ouladna, kadiyatena, hata chai mai 

khaoufna” (Our children are our cause, nothing can scare us) (LADDH, 2011a, para. 22). 

However, there are no reports that document their prevalence in the campaign as a whole.   

 

Shared Gender-Equal Attitudes within the Nonviolent Campaign 

The nonviolent campaign did not explicitly advocate gender-sequality (Chenoweth, 2019b; 

Algeria-Watch, 2011). Feminist organizations, with broader agendas than the prevention of 

violence against women, did not respond to CNCD’s mobilization calls (Mekouar, 2016, 78). 

None of the leaders and front figures of some of the most important Algerian unions and civil 

society organizations11 that joined the CNCD were women (Algeria-Watch, 2011; Snapap 

Algerie, 2010; Mandraud, 2011; Mekla, 2011). Further, none of the political figures of the 

parties that joined the CNCD, as was mentioned previously, were women. Video records from 

protestors and news agencies during demonstrations and sit-ins mainly portray male protestors 

who use confrontational methods. Male voices in the crowds are dominant and public speeches 

are most often conducted by male protestors and male front figures of the campaign (Al-Jazeera, 

2011c; Hudson, 2011; Euronews, 2011b; AP Archive, 2011). Further, the more extreme 

confrontational nonviolent actions that occurred in the very beginning of the campaign, or 

vandalism as others might call the actions, were also performed by male protestors (Volpi, 

2013, 107; BBC, 2011a).  

 

 
11 SNAPAP (Syndicat National des Personnels de l’Administration Publique), SATEF (Syndicat Autonome des 
Travaillerus de l’Education et de la Formation) and the CLA (Conseil de Lycées d’Alger). 
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6.4 Conclusions 

The empirical evidence indicates that none of the three gender dimensions were present in the 

case of the Algerian campaign, which aligned with, a failed outcome. First, the campaign did 

not engage in a diverse set of nonviolent methods and was not able to innovate tactically when 

the regime responded violently against protestors. The initial methods that were used did not 

involve gender framing techniques and gender experiences. Instead, they were exclusively 

performed by men and involved confrontational activities that often-displayed violent fringes. 

The lack of gender framing techniques, e.g. the mere presence of women and the unconscious 

gatekeepers of peace framework and the lack of gender experiences in the initial nonviolent 

actions, arguably made it easier for the regime and domestic media to depict the protests as 

street thugs and vandalizers. Since the campaign had difficulties in attracting equal numbers of 

female and male protestors, the initial events could also have created a perception that the 

barriers to participate were high, and specifically for women. Moreover, it did not provide 

external actors, who neither covered nor supported the campaign, with a surprise element 

concerning gender framing techniques and experiences. These events give an interesting insight 

into potential conditions and sequencing of events that occur during onsets of nonviolent 

campaigns, and how these might influence the suggested variables in the causal chain suggested 

by this study’s theoretical framework. This will however be further developed in the analysis 

in Chapter 8. 

When the CNCD was created, demonstrations and sit-ins were practiced regularly but they 

almost always had the same character and they did not include influences from other repertoires 

in nonviolent methods. The campaign was divided, did not have a decentralized network 

structure and did not enjoy wide-spread support from the population (Faiola, 2011; El Watan, 

2011a, 2011b). Moreover, the campaign, as was mentioned above, did not strictly adhere to 

nonviolence. These findings coincide with the empirical data that suggests that the campaign 

did not share gender-equal attitudes. However, data was not found for the fourth indicator, 

gender-based discrimination, of the third gender dimension, shared gender-equal attitudes. 

Since the lack of data only concerns one out of four indicators, it does not have a major impact 

on the case-specific inferences. 
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7. The Anti-Mubarak Campaign 2011 
The nonviolent campaign in Egypt started in the end of January 2011. Mass-based protests were 

first reported in Cairo as well as in at least six other cities (Al-Jazeera, 2011d). Mass-

mobilization in Egypt gradually decreased after Mubarak resigned in mid-February 2011. The 

resignation of Mubarak was one of the goals of the nonviolent campaign. The remaining goals 

were not met in mid of February, why protests were ongoing in the country until Morsi was 

elected president in the beginning of 2012, and then erupted again after Morsi had been elected. 

This case study however focuses on the first campaign that erupted in January 2011 and ended 

one year later.   

 

7.1 Egypt and the Regime of Mubarak 

Hosni Mubarak had been President for 30 years when he resigned in 2011. The largest 

industries in Egypt are textiles, food, processing and tourism (CIA World Factbook, 2020c). 

The military has historically had an integral role in influencing political leaders and political 

leaders have bought their loyalty from the military. Previous presidents and Mubarak rewarded 

ex-army officers with ministerial positions or positions in the provincial governorates (Tadros 

S., 2012). Mubarak was especially known to have given the military land, factories, companies 

and villa complexes (Ibid). Analysts predict that the Egyptian military controlled anything from 

15 to 40 percent of the economy in 2012 (Ibid). The regime’s first identified pillar of support 

is therefore the military.  

Mubarak’s regime was supported by the political party the National Democratic Party 

(NDP), which is the second pillar of support. The regime was also dependent on its 

professionals and labor work force, which is the third pillar of support. The fourth pillar is 

Mubarak’s international allies, such as the US and Saudi Arabia (Hamid, 2010; BBC, 2020; 

Reuters, 2011). According to the Women, Business and Law Index (WBG 2019, 9) that 

measures legal, economic and political discrimination against women, Egypt ranks 166 out of 

187 countries. Women constitute a minority of the professional workforce (WBG, 2010, 83). 

Hence, I contend that women are not part of the pillars of support to the same extent as men.  

 

7.2 A Partially Successful Outcome 

The campaign in Egypt achieved regime change but was excluded from the transitional period. 

Key coalitions of the main organizing movements had a list of demands. The first major demand 

was the resignation of President Hosni Mubarak (Nakhoda & Lawrence, 2014). The second 
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demand was to establish a civilian council that included intellectuals, legal experts, and 

representatives from the main organizers of the campaign (Ibid). The demands further stated 

that the civilian council should be commissioned to form a transitional coalition government 

that should be mandated to govern the country during a transitional period. The group was also 

to be given right to form a transitional presidential council until the next presidential elections 

(Nakhoda & Lawrence, 2014, 1; Shenker, 2011). Further, the coalition demanded a new 

constitution that guaranteed the principles of freedom and social justice and the dissolvement 

of Egypt’s national assembly and senate (Nakhoda & Lawrence, 2014, 1).  

When Mubarak resigned, he transferred authority to an interim military rule called the 

Supreme Council of the Armed Forces (SCAF). The coalitions of main organizers from the 

nonviolent campaign were neither invited to discuss the transition nor the constitution with the 

SCAF. Instead a group of prominent male figures who were called the “Council of Wise Men” 

negotiated amendments to the constitution behind closed doors with the SCAF. The 

amendments were presented in a referendum after only 10 days (Hafez, 2019, 47; Sussman, 

2011; International Commission of Jurists (ICJ), 2012). The nonviolent campaign continued to 

protest against the exclusion from negotiations and reiterated the demands of a civilian 

transitional government. The nonviolent campaign arranged several so-called “million-man 

marches”  during the remaining months of 2011, but protestors were continuously met with an 

increased use of violence from the military and security services (Cole, 2012; Al-Jazeera, 

2011e; Hafez, 2019, xiii-xvii; Tadros M., 2012). More civilians were tried before military 

courts in one year of the SCAF's leadership than during 30 years of Mubarak's rule and several 

protestors testified that the violence against protestors under the SCAF had a different character, 

e.g. the use of live ammunition (Tadros M., 2011; Amnesty International, 2014b; Hafez, 2019). 

Despite continued pressure from protestors, the SCAF ignored calls to set up a transitional 

civilian council or any formal means of bringing together various political forces to oversee the 

process.  

Although the process of amending the constitution was exclusive and opaque, the 

referendum for the constitution in March 2011 could have been regarded as a positive 

development. But two weeks after the referendum, the SCAF announced a new Constitutional 

Declaration that removed parts of the amendments that the referendum had accepted two weeks 

earlier (Brown & Stilt, 2012; ICJ, 2012). The new declaration i.a. gave wide legislative and 

executive powers to the SCAF in the transitional period, e.g. regarding the future process for 

drafting a new constitution where the changes allowed SCAF to instruct the parliament to elect 

the body that will draft the permanent constitution later on (Brown & Stilt, 2012; ICJ, 2012). 
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The declaration detailed that parliamentary elections would begin in the end of September 2012, 

but they began in the end of November and ended in mid of February 2012. The campaign 

groups had divided opinions about the time frame, the April 6 Movement protested against it, 

but the Muslim Brotherhood accepted the time frame and did not join protests (Al-Jazeera, 

2011f; Hafez, 2019, xiv). One of the few demands that were met by the SCAF was the 

dissolution of Mubarak's former ruling party, NDP, in April 2011 (RFI, 2011). 

 

7.3 Gender Dimensions 

Gendered Framing Techniques and Experiences 

Women from different ages and socioeconomic backgrounds gathered side by side with men 

when the nonviolent campaign started in mid-January 2011. Almost half of the protestors who 

demonstrated in Tahrir in Cairo are estimated to have been women (Hafez, 2019, 99; 

Abouelanaga, 2016, 14). The April 6 Movement was the main organizer of the nonviolent 

campaign.12 One of the April 6 Movement’s female leaders, Asmaa Mahfouz, posted several 

videos on Facebook and YouTube that sparked mobilization all over the country for the first 

protest day on January 25, 2011, (Hafez, 2019, 101; Naib, 2011a; Lakhoda & Lawrence, 2014). 

The videos went viral and gained over 80,000 likes on YouTube in less than a week (Lakhoda  

& Lawrence, 2014). In the videos, Asmaa Mahfouz used gendered framing techniques to 

mobilize protestors. She i.a. said: “If you think yourself a man, come with me on January 25th. 

Whoever said women shouldn’t go to protests because they’ll be beaten, let him have some 

honor and manhood and come with me on January 25th.” (Alaoui, 2015, 54; El-Baghdadi, 

2011a, 2011b). Throughout the videos she reiterated that she is a girl and a daughter of Egypt. 

She also called for Egyptians form all faiths to gather for peaceful, and only peaceful, protests 

(Alaoui, 2015, 55; El-Baghdadi, 2011a, 2011b).  

Blogs and social media are known to be safe network spaces for women in Egypt (Pahwa, 

2016, 29). These safe spaces already started to develop in 2005, when the blogosphere 

developed. When the campaign started in 2011, female bloggers took use of the already 

established women’s networks to mobilize women. However, many female bloggers who had 

had a feminist agenda since 2005, changed their women’s rights agenda in their blogs or 

remained outside the dominant repertoire in the nonviolent campaign (Ibid, 39-42). Feminist 

 
12 Other organizing groups and parties are e.g.: The Democratic Front Party, the Ghad Party, the Karama Party, 
Kefaya, the Muslim Brotherhood, the National Association for Change, the Popular Democratic Movement for 
Change the Wafd Party, We Are All Khaled Said Facebook Initiative (Nakhoda & Lawrence, 2014).  
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Egyptian bloggers and activists recount that women’s rights issues did not appeal or was not 

welcomed by the nonviolent campaign and the public. Instead, female bloggers and female 

protestors framed their participation around their “Egyptianness” (Allam, 2018, 77, 81). An 

example of “Egyptianness” can be seen in the above-mentioned framing techniques of Asmaa 

Mahfouz when she emphasizes that she is the daughter of Egypt. Other frames that were used 

are conservative gendered icons, such as ‘the honorable woman’, ‘the dutiful sister’ and ‘the 

vulnerable woman’ (which mainly was used in response to violent regime oppression) (Pahwa, 

2016, 39-43).  

There are several female protestors who are known to have sparked domestic and 

international mobilization through online activism (Alaoui, 2015, 53; Pahwa, 2016, 46). There 

are at least seven well-known female bloggers and social media activists13 who connected 

online activism (e.g. Blogs, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube) with physical demonstrations and 

sit-ins (Alaoui, 2015, 53). Some of them reported live from the sights or documented each day 

through twitter and later posted the developments on their blogs. They also used Facebook and 

Twitter to announce live positions and future gatherings so that protestors were up to date on 

when and where to gather (Alaoui, 2015). Further, with this technique the women made sure to 

create parallel media narratives, in lieu of state-owned media that scorned and shamed women 

for being out on the streets side by side with men. Their initiatives moreover spoke to 

international media channels, such as Al-Jazeera, BBC and Open Democracy, that cooperated, 

translated and shared the activists’ posts continuously (Ibid). The live narratives from the streets 

also had a strong effect on mobilization because it depicted the rising violence against female 

protestors in a live format, which in a gender conservative context like Egypt has a strong 

resonance due to stereotypical views of women as vulnerable and helpless.  

 The chants and slogans of the mass-demonstrations and sit-ins did not contain gender 

framing techniques but instead centered around the right to freedom and justice for Egyptian 

citizens, or against Mubarak or the regime as a whole (Hellyer, 2013, Alaoui, 2015). Some 

examples are “Bread, Freedom and Social Justice” (Tadros, 2012, para. 1), “The people want 

to bring down the regime” (Alaoui, 2015, 53), “Get out” or “We won’t go home until you go 

out” (The Guardian, 2011, para. 2, 13). Graffiti was also common during the campaign, most 

of the artists were men but several women and female collectives joined the field when the 

campaign started (Abouelnaga, 2016, 44). The female artists contributed with gender framing 

techniques and gender experiences in painting a female martyr (who generally did not receive 

 
13 I.a., Dalia Ziada, Mona Seif, Nadia El Saadawi, Asmaa Mahfouz, Esraa Abdel-Fattah, Zeinab Mohammed 
(Alaoui, 2015).  
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the same attention as the male martyrs), Sally Zahrab, who was killed by security forces 

(Abouelnaga, 2016, 45; van den Bogert, 2019, 75). There were also painted walls of pharaonic 

icons like Nefertiti, ancient Egyptian queen, wearing a gas mask and a wall that figures Maat, 

goddess of justice, who is followed by 14 women carrying sticks (Morayef, 2013).  

In terms of icons in the Egyptian campaign, there were mainly two influential female icons, 

Aliaa El Mahdy and Samira Ibrahim, but only Samira united the Egyptian people and the 

campaign. Aliaa posted a naked picture of herself with a caption that accused patriarchal 

structures to imprison women and their rights to their bodies (Alia El Mahdy, 2011; Stack & 

Kirkpatrick, 2011). Aliaa El Mahdy did not resonate her framing techniques with Egyptian 

culture, which resulted in protestors wanting to disassociate themselves with Aliaa’s activism 

and Aliaa had to seek asylum in Sweden due to death threats and assaults (Ibid). 

Samira was abused by the military who conducted virginity tests on her when she was 

detained for protesting. Samira came from a conservative family. She wore a veil and 

referenced to God in many of her statements and actions that aimed to raise awareness and stop 

military abuse against women (Hafez, 2019, 134-159; Abouelnaga, 2016, 52). Samira 

represented honor and purity - traits that resonate with the Egyptian people’s expectations of a 

girl and a woman. How Samira’s story was presented, increased support and recognition for the 

nonviolent campaign domestically and internationally (Hafez, 2019, 134-159; Abouelnaga, 

2016, 52). Her portrait was painted over several walls in Egypt and she was mentioned on TV, 

social media and blogs. Street art by protestors and domestic news channels often put the two 

female icons against each other, where Samira was a heroine and Aliaa had loose morals 

(Tadros, 2016,165; Hafez, 2019, 134-159; Abouelnaga, 2016, 52).  

In the anti-Mubarak campaign, women comprised a significant proportion of the founders, 

members and supporters of the mainly youth-led movements that organized the campaign 

(Tadros, 2016, 162). Recordings of how the movements cooperated with each other show how 

they synced demonstrations and other nonviolent methods, and that members often moved from 

one to another movement to assist each other (Ibid, 162). The campaign that ousted Mubarak 

was united and worked through decentralized networks, not only in Cairo but in other cities in 

the country as well (Clarke, 2014). Some parts of Egypt’s LGBTQI+ community joined the 

nonviolent campaign. One representative who joined the protests stated that he was was 

disappointed because the campaign did not go far enough in terms of human rights demands 

(Londono, 2011). Researcher Sherine Hafez (2019) has conducted interviews with female 

protestors about their incentives for protesting against the Mubarak regime. A majority of the 
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women raised the lack of  human rights, justice, and freedom as well as anger with the military 

for using violence against protestors– not women’s rights incentives (Ibid).  

 

Shared Gender-Equal Attitudes within the Nonviolent Campaign 

Interviews with protestors and news reports describe a rather gender-equal division of labor 

between male and female protestors. Women participated in nonconfrontational and 

confrontational activities. Women distributed food, worked with security check-ups, 

participated in the frontlines, lead chants and responded to the military by fighting and battling 

(Biggs, 2011; van den Bogert, 2019; Naib, 2011a; Allam, 2018). The campaign leadership from 

January 25 up until Mubarak’s resignation was gender diverse and female protestors from the 

campaign’s many movements, e.g. the April 6 Movement, had frontlines roles in physical 

demonstrations and on social media campaigns (Tadros, 2016, 162; Naib, 2011a).  

The nonviolent campaign did not advocate gender-equality and none of their goals and 

demands concerned women’s rights (Nakhoda & Lawrence, 2014). Many women’s rights 

groups joined the nonviolent campaign against Mubarak, but they did not organize or arrange 

demonstrations like e.g. the April 6 Movement did. Nor did they voice women’s rights issues 

during the campaign. Although there were large coalitions of women’s’ rights organizations 

and feminist initiatives that had been created in connection with the 2011 protests, they were 

not part of the coalition of movements, the Coalition of Youth of the Revolution (CYR)14, that 

gathered in the aftermath of Mubarak’s resignation to protest against the SCAF. Only one out 

of 16 leader representatives in the CYR was a woman (Tadros, 2016, 163). Compared to the 

anti-Mubarak campaign where women comprised a significant proportion of the founders of 

the movements that organized the campaign, the gender division in the CYR is a dramatic 

decrease (Tadros, 2016, 162). 

The above-described reactions to the two female icons, Samira and Aliaa, reveals fissures 

within the nonviolent campaign. There are more examples of resistance towards female 

empowerment, for example in the case of female martyrs who were not as celebrated as men 

(Hafez, 2019, 2-3). There were e.g. public debates about whether the female martyr, Sally 

Zahran, could be considered a martyr since she did not use a veil (van den Bogert, 2019; 75-

76; Abouelnaga, 2016, 43-45). Furthermore, blogs with women’s rights agendas did not appeal 

to the campaigners in the first phase of the campaign, but when the protests continued against 

the SCAF, women’s rights and feminist activists started to advocate for gender-equality. These 

 
14 The coalition i.a. comprised of the April 6 Movement, El-Baradei’s campaign, the Muslim Brotherhood Youth 
and the Karama Party (Tadros, 2016). 
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calls were however not made within the CYR (Tadros, 2016, 158-163). The first hostile and 

discriminatory reaction within the campaign against calls for gender equality was on March 8, 

2011, almost one month after Mubarak was ousted. The chair for the Egyptian center for 

women’s rights who was one of the main organizers of the demonstration, explained that the 

purpose of the march was to “draw the attention of the decision makers and appeal to the women 

that if they keep silent now then they will lose everything. The involvement of women is not a 

demand it’s a principle” (Naib, 2011b, para. 9). The women were met by protestors chanting 

for women to fall and the revolution to live and they were told by fellow-campaigners that their 

demands were unjustified and unnecessary (Hafez, 2019, 2; Davies, 2011; Naib, 2011b). Some 

women were harassed, ridiculed and some were even spat on according to interviews with 

protest participants (Tadros, 2016, 158-160; Abouelnaga, 2016, 16). The CYR had organized a 

sit-in in the vicinity, but none of the protestors joined the demonstration organized by the 

women’s rights groups (Tadros, 2016, 160). Male protestors are also documented to have 

showed up with signs ordering women to go home and with versus from the Quran that were 

strategically chosen to accuse women of neglecting their duties and obligations as females 

(Hafez, 2019, 2). 

Within-campaign harassment and discrimination against women were not an isolated event 

in the aftermath of Mubarak’s resignation. There are several reports on verbal harassments 

against women who demanded any type of political representation or demanded more rights in 

the public sphere, e.g. work-related rights (Garcia-Navarro, 2012; Gallagher, 2013). Further, 

the Muslim Brotherhood, who was party to the coalition of movements that organized the 

nonviolent campaign against Mubarak and the CYR, called upon SCAF and the government to 

annul the 12 percent women’s quota for parliament – and their request was granted in July 2011 

(Tadros & Habib, 2012, 132; Hafez, 2019, xv). Female protestors however had men’s support 

in the so called “Million-Woman March” in December 2011, when the demands were centered 

around violence against women from military forces (Hafez, 2019, xvi; Fahmy & Jamjoom).  

 

7.4 Conclusions 

In the case of Egypt, the empirical evidence indicates that two gender dimensions are present: 

gender framing techniques and gender experiences. The use of gender experiences is however 

not fully achieved according to the indicators, because many female protestors did not have a 

different raison d’être. The evidence indicates that the campaign does not share gender-equal 

attitudes. The findings correspond to the partially successful outcome. Interestingly, the 
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campaign demonstrates different values on the indictors for shared gender-equal attitudes, male 

and female leadership and gender-based discrimination, in different periods of the campaign. 

Further, the campaign never advocated gender-equality. These findings resonate with the 

campaign’s inability to form a united agenda and to use its decentralized network structures as 

well as adhere to nonviolence before and after Mubarak’s resignation (Chabot, 2015). The 

evidence demonstrates a diverse leadership and no gender-based discrimination from the onset 

of the campaign until the ousting of Mubarak. In the aftermath of Mubarak’s ousting, when the 

demands were directed against the SCAF, the findings show a less diverse leadership structure 

and reports of gender-discrimination and violence. 

The level and character of the external support follow the same lines. The anti-Mubarak 

campaign had wide support from international actors, most importantly from the US, but also 

from the UK and other Middle Eastern states, e.g. Iraq and Turkey (Foreign & Commonwealth 

Office, 2011; Cohen, 2011; Al-Jazeera, 2011g; BBC, 2011d). The campaign’s demands were 

also recognized by the AU, the UN and the EU (UN News, 2011; Tekle, 2011; Ashton, 2011). 

The campaign did however not receive the same amount of support during the protests in the 

transitional period (Fouad, 2011; Austin-Holmes, 2011). 

The fissures that the non-resonating gender framing techniques revealed are also 

interesting to emphasize in light of the lack of shared gender-equal attitudes. Other interesting 

aspects that follow the same pattern are the feminist bloggers choice to set aside women’s rights 

issues for the sake of the campaign against Mubarak and that women’s rights issues were not 

brought forward in chants and seldom displayed in art. The combination of these observations 

with the campaign’s inability to unite against the SCAF, could at least in the case of Egypt, 

suggest that the effect of gender dimensions on the causal mechanisms and the outcome, could 

be conditioned on the existence of shared gender-equal attitudes, which is in line with my 

theoretical argument.  
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8. Comparative Analysis 
This chapter evaluates the explanatory power of the theory and discusses limitations with the 

results. The empirical findings suggest support for the two hypotheses. The analysis 

furthermore indicates some level of support for the causal mechanisms under study, but it also 

reveals other potential factors that might influence the outcome of nonviolent campaigns. 

However, albeit the presence of alternative factors, the analysis demonstrates that the theory, 

to some extent, explains why some nonviolent campaigns succeed, and others fail.  

 

8.1 Cross-Case Comparison: Theoretical Implications 

8.1.1 Do Gender Dimensions Matter?  

The presence of gender dimensions vary between the cases and they appear to have the 

hypothesized effect on the outcome. The findings provide support for both of the hypotheses. 

Firstly, in Sudan where all three dimensions were present, protestors managed to gain enough 

leverage against the regime that Bashir resigned and the FFC managed to be part of the 

negotiation processes concerning the Sudanese transitional council. The FFC was also part of 

the actual council and had a rather extensive impact on electing the transitional government, 

for example the prime minister. Several of the campaign’s major demands were realized only 

one year after Bashir resigned.  

Secondly, in Egypt where Mubarak resigned, and no other demands were met by the 

regime, the campaign was not part of negotiations, nor was the campaign allowed to influence 

the SCAF that could have had the same role as a transitional council. In comparison to a 

consistent and rather extensive presence of gender dimensions in the Sudanese Revolution, 

gender dimensions in the campaign in Egypt was not as continual and extensive. Gender 

framing techniques and gender experiences were e.g. almost absent during some parts of the 

protests, e.g. against the SCAF. Related to this aspect is also the lack of shared gender-equal 

attitudes within the Egyptian campaign compared to the Sudanese campaign that shared gender-

equal attitudes. This comparison suggests that the preliminary case-specific conclusion about 

the necessary function of shared gender-equal attitudes in Egypt, also can be applied to the 

Sudanese campaign. 

Thirdly, in Algeria where none of the gender dimensions were present, Bouteflika stayed 

in power and the laws that regulated freedom of expression and association were further 

restricted in the aftermath of the campaign. Sudan and Egypt had a strong presence of the first 

and second gender dimensions during the onset of the campaigns and the empirical evidence 
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suggested that the causal mechanisms were set in motion rather soon thereafter. The lack of 

gender dimensions during the onset of the Algerian uprising and the consequent lack of the 

causal mechanisms points to an interesting temporal addition to the theoretical argument: that 

gender framing techniques and gender experiences is of specific importance during the onset 

of a campaign.  
 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

Variables Sudanese Revolution Anti-Bouteflika 
Campaign 

Anti-Mubarak Campaign  

Gender Framing 
Techniques 

Yes No Yes 

Gender Experiences Yes No Yes 

Shared Gender-Equal 
Attitudes 

Yes No No 

Outcome 
 

Success Failure Partial Success 

Support for Hypotheses 
1 & 2 

Yes (1, 2) Yes (1, 2) Yes (1, 2) 

Table 8.1. Summary of Findings 

 

8.1.2 Implications for the Causal Mechanisms  

As presented in the case conclusions and in the previous paragraph, the causal mechanisms 

described by the theoretical framework are connected with gender dimensions in the Sudanese 

and Egyptian uprising. Neither gender dimensions nor the causal mechanisms are present in the 

Algerian uprising. This gives some support to the causal mechanisms suggested by the 

theoretical argument. As was noted above, it further seems to be important that the causal 

mechanisms are set in motion early on in the campaign. In the successful case of Sudan, the 

empirics showed that the campaign was united and had a highly decentralized structure. An 

extensive number of women’s groups, female icons and women’s initiatives were involved in 

the campaign and contributed to this unity and decentralized structure. The fact that the 

campaign shared gender-equal attitudes, arguably permitted women to take this space and use 

it for mobilizing more women by framing their collective experiences of marginalization. This, 

in turn, proved to have a catalyst effect on the campaign’s external support, adherence to 

nonviolence, backlash effects and diverse use of nonviolent methods and tactical innovation. 

In comparison to Egypt, where the campaign did not share gender-equal attitudes and where 

the campaign was not as decentralized and had a united agenda, a similar catalyst-effect was 
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not found, which aligns with the Egyptian campaign’s inability to influence the transitional 

period. This comparison indicates that shared gender-equal attitudes is a necessary condition 

for full success and that it is essential for maximizing the effect of gender framing techniques 

and gender experience on the causal mechanisms.  

Is it possible to pinpoint which causal mechanism that proved to be more important in 

influencing the outcome, or to determine whether the causal mechanisms must follow a 

temporal sequence in order to have an effect on the outcome? The case studies indicate that the 

causal mechanisms must operate together in order to have an effect on the outcome, which is 

in line with previous research findings on the five resilience and leverage factors (Schock, 2005; 

Chenoweth & Stephan, 2011; Sharp, 1973). The evidence further shows that they reinforce each 

other and that they do this in a relatively clear temporal order. First, a united and decentralized 

campaign structure and adherence to nonviolence seem to be causing an effect on a diverse use 

of nonviolent methods and tactics, backlash effects and external support. This means that 

backlash effects and external support seem to be easier to achieve if the other mechanisms 

already are present. External support, especially coverage and cooperation with external media, 

especially seem to reinforce the campaigns use of diverse nonviolent methods and its ability to 

innovate tactically. None of the latter two observations are specified in previous research and 

deserves further research. 

 

8.1.3 Additional Observations  

The analysis has so far demonstrated that the theoretical argument and hypotheses are supported 

by the empirical findings. However, the empirics have also revealed interesting additional 

observations related to my causal argument. Firstly, and perhaps most importantly, the 

empirical evidence suggests that it is not only the external support that the campaigns manage 

to attract that matters for a successful outcome, but also if international actors take actions 

against the regime and/or if the same actions are taken against the transitional body that replaces 

the head of state. This observation is in contrast to research findings that only highlight the 

internal strategies and actions of protestors in determining the outcome (Sharp, 1973; 

Chenoweth & Stephan, 2011). In the case of Sudan, the AU Commission that early on had 

supported the campaign, also suspended Sudan from all of its activities in the AU when the 

TMC refused to initiate negotiations with the FFC and when the TMC increased violent 

repression against protestors (NYT, 2019; Africa Research Bulletin, 2019). However, when 

SCAF replaced Mubarak, the AU Commission expressed confidence that the SCAF would 

“ensure the formation of a civilian government by conducting an election in a peaceful, free 
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and democratic manner” (Tekle, 2011, para. 4). Two potential factors could account for the 

different positions of the AU. Firstly, and in line with the theoretical argument, the Egyptian 

and Algerian campaigns did not have as much leverage so that they could influence the 

transitional period, as the Sudanese campaign had. Secondly, the AU might have learnt from 

the experiences with SCAF, that a military transitional council does not ensure democratic 

developments in a country.  

The second observation, third party mediation, not only provides the causal argument with 

an additional factor that influence the success of a nonviolent campaign, but also reveals a 

potential research avenue, that to my knowledge, has received no attention until recently by 

Isak Svensson and Magnus Lundgren (2018). In Sudan, Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed 

and the AU provided the nonviolent campaign and the TMC with third party mediation support. 

The timing of their offer is vital since it was made when violence against protestors escalated 

after the resignation of Bashir. Although the level of repression against protestors was similar 

in Egypt after the resignation of Mubarak, the campaign in Egypt was not offered third party 

mediation. It is possible to argue that the mediation support had a positive effect in the case of 

Sudan and that the absence of the same effort in Egypt contributed to the opaque and exclusive 

transitional period there. This observation is in line with the findings made by Svensson and 

Lundgren (2018). Relating to this study’s causal argument, it is interesting that the third-party 

mediation support in Sudan correlates with the resistance of the three gender dimensions and a 

wide-support base from external actors. However, this correlation is only speculative, and a 

thorough examination of the relationship is needed, which is beyond the scope of this study. 

Finally, the scope condition of the theory was mass-based nonviolent campaigns with a 

minimum of 10 000 protestors. The Algerian uprising is estimated to have had between 10 000 

to 100 000 participants, which places the uprising as the smallest in relation to the other cases, 

where Egypt is estimated to have had the highest participation (Chenoweth & Wiley Shay, 

2019; Abdelaziz & Tolba, 2019; Alexander, 2013). As was described earlier in this thesis, the 

size of the campaign is important for many reasons. The three cases demonstrate that it is 

important to be able to maintain participants and simultaneously mobilize new protestors, and 

the empirical evidence suggests that that women played a vital role in this endeavor, both in 

Egypt and Sudan where hundreds of thousands of protestors gathered. The fact that the 

campaign in Algeria was not characterized by the same gender dimensions correlates with its 

size in relation to the other two campaigns. The fact that Algeria had the smallest campaign 

does not mean that the sample is biased because in that case Egypt would have had the most 

successful campaign. Instead, what the findings might indicate is that gender dimensions are 
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important for maintaining and mobilizing protestors, which influence the size of the campaign, 

but the size per se does not predict whether a campaign will succeed in influencing the 

transitional period and later on the campaigns demands that relate to the democratic functions 

of the state.  

 

8.1.4 Alternative Explanations 

Besides from additional insights regarding the causal argument, it is important to analyze 

potential alternative explanations suggested by previous research on nonviolence. The research 

field of nonviolence is, as was mentioned in the beginning of this thesis, more or less divided 

into structural versus agency-based explanations of the outcome of nonviolent campaigns. This 

study’s theoretical framework is mainly founded on agency-based explanations, why this 

section contrasts the theory and findings under study with potential structural conditions that 

might have influenced the outcomes. Despite that some structural conditions were accounted 

for in the case selection, two factors have been identified in the findings. I present them below.  

The first relevant structural condition is a state’s natural resources and wealth. A resource 

rich and wealthy country can more easily obstruct withdrawal of support from its pillars, e.g. 

from the military. Lee (2009) and Nepstad (2013) argue that military and security forces stay 

loyal to the regime if they receive economic and political benefits. In resource rich Algeria, 

Bouteflika had the ability to increase the wages of rank and file security personnel by 50 and 

40 percent with close intervals. The first time just in connection to the protests in December 

2010 and the second time in December 2011 (Volpi, 2013, 111). However, the regimes in Sudan 

and Egypt were not able to buy loyalty from the military. Both countries were in difficult 

economic crises when the nonviolent campaigns started and they did not have revenues from 

natural resources like the regime of Bouteflika (Hassan & Kodouda, 2019; Plumer, 2013). The 

natural resource and wealth argument offer two interesting insights. First, it shows that 

structural conditions can influence a regime’s resilience in maintaining loyalty from the pillars 

of support. Secondly, it shows that it does not only matter whether the state apparatus is built 

on high levels of patronage and clientelism, like I tried to control for in the case selection, but 

that the regime’s economic wealth at the time of the protests also matters.  

Another aspect related to economic resources is to what extent a state can silence other 

segments of its public sector labor force and if it has resources to increase public-sector 

spending to ease economic grievances amongst the population. Bashir and Mubarak did not 

have the financial resources to increase wages to their public sector labor force, nor to the 

public-sector. Bouteflika however increased civil servant salaries by 34 percent and public-
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sector spending by 25 percent only a few weeks after the protests erupted in 2011 (Volpi, 2013, 

110; BBC, 2011c). Although the natural resource and wealth argument manages to describe 

where it could be more or less challenging for nonviolent campaigns to operate, it does not 

explain why nonviolent campaigns succeed or fail. Indeed, resource revenues obstructed the 

withdrawal of the pillars of support in the case of Algeria, but the empirical findings identified 

several other factors that contributed to the failure of the campaign, all of which the resource 

and wealth argument does not account for. It is furthermore not plausible that the individuals 

who uphold the pillars of support only are driven by financial gains, and not also by moral 

dilemmas, which are not considered. It is also possible to question to what extent actors, like 

file and rank military personnel, are capable to make rational and calculated decisions in a 

constantly shifting, and precarious environment, like during protests. 

The second structural condition is to what extent regimes are dependent on politically 

powerful actors. If they are not, like the Bouteflika regime, they are less susceptible to shifting 

alliances. Shifts in political support from actors that the regime is dependent on can have an 

impact on loyalty shifts within the country, e.g. from the military like Nepstad (2013) argue. 

The regime of Bashir received extensive financial support and was closely allied with the UAE 

and Saudi Arabia throughout the years (Hassan & Kodouda, 2019, 100). In the end of the 

campaign, in April 2019, the UAE and Saudi Arabia stopped to support Bashir and gave 

financial and political guarantees to the military (Hassan & Kodouda, 2019, 100; Abdelaziz, 

Georgy & Dahan, 2019). The UAE and Saudi Arabia’s alliance shifts did not only give the 

military financial benefits but also concrete evidence that the regime of Bashir was not going 

to stand strong in the face of protests. In Egypt, Mubarak was dependent on support from the 

US, who gave $1.3 billion annually (since 1987) in military aid (Austin-Holmes, 2011). When 

the US provided the Mubarak regime with rather harsh warnings, the military might have feared 

that they would lose the $1.3 annual billion in support which amplified the military’s perception 

that the Mubarak regime was not powerful enough. 

All three cases show that political alliances mattered in terms of creating power deficits. 

However, the political alliance argument disregards why political actors would want to shift 

alliances in the first place. In the case of Sudan and Egypt, it is clear that the regime’s allies did 

so because the nonviolent campaigns had managed to induce uncertainties of the futures of the 

political leaders, inter alia by invoking external support. Further, in relation to whether the 

condition influenced the negotiation aspect of the outcome variable, the TMC and SCAF 

enjoyed support from the actors that their countries were dependent on before the resignations 

of Bashir and Mubarak, which logically then would translate into two partially successful 
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outcomes. Since the campaign in Sudan succeeded to influence the transitional period, it can 

be concluded that the alliance argument not fully explains the type of outcome that is of interest 

in this study but that it may interact as a condition for the mechanisms I have examined.  

 

8.2 Limitations and Potential Biases  

The final part of this chapter discusses the findings in relation to the research design and data 

availability. I discuss the limitations and potential biases in three sections, I first assess general 

limitations with the research design, I then move on to potential empirical limitations. Finally, 

I evaluate the explanatory power of the theory in relation to the limitations and biases of the 

research design.  

 

Limitations in the Research Design 

The main limitations with the research design concerns potential case selection biases and the 

generalizability of the results. First, I selected three cases with three differing outcomes. The 

decision of using three cases was based on what was reasonable to fit in relation to the limited 

scope of this study. Indeed, if the case selection had consisted of four cases with one success, 

one partial-success and two failed outcomes, the conclusions would probably have been more 

fine-grained, especially in relation to failed outcomes and gender dimensions. Second, the 

trade-off with comparative case studies with a small case sample, like this study, is how to 

produce generalizable results and at the same time have a set of cases that are comparable. Since 

the aim of this thesis was to test a rather novel theoretical framework, I considered it more 

important to have comparable cases from the same region rather than cases from different 

regions that would have represented a wider and more representative sample. The explanatory 

power of the theory is hence restricted to the cases under study and at its best other autocratic 

gender conservative states that experience mass-based nonviolent campaigns with maximalist 

claims. Finally, in terms of selection bias and generalizability, several reasons that motivated 

my case selection were presented. I inter alia made sure to include cases that were as 

representative of the population of cases as possible. I furthermore selected cases based on 

outcome variation and ensured to include cases that posed more or less difficult tests for my 

theory. Despite these efforts it still has to be highlighted that there is a risk that the cases were 

selected on the basis of their availability which could indicate that they in fact represent 

significant, and not representative, cases of gender dimensions and successful outcomes. 
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However, this potential risk does not limit the comparability between the cases but rather points 

to the difficulties of generalizing results from a comparative case study.  

 

Empirical Evidence 

There are mainly two limitations concerning the empirical evidence: data availability and 

potential biases in the data. Firstly, there is a general lack of gender disaggregated data, and 

here I am not only referring to women, but the lack of comparative information on women and 

men. Based on my readings of various reports and records of women’s participation, it is still 

presented as an anomaly, and often reported separately from general reports or news on the 

political progress of nonviolent campaigns. There are limited, or to my knowledge no, 

equivalent reports that explicitly analyze or highlight men’s participation. Although the focus 

of the theory is on women’s participation, a potential enriching comparative analytical 

perspective is left out. This limitation points to the need for collecting gender disaggregated 

data so that the comparative advantages between men and women can be assessed in future 

research. 

The second and third limitation concerns the comparability of data and potential biases. 

Generally, failed nonviolent campaigns do not receive as much coverage as successful 

campaigns. This bias was identified in the case of Algeria, which did not receive as much 

international coverage as the Sudanese and Egyptian campaigns. An important concern is 

consequently whether the no-findings of the independent variable in Algeria was a result of 

under-reporting or if it actually was absent. Although the Algerian campaign was not as 

extensively covered as the Egyptian and Sudanese campaigns, French and domestic news 

channels and reports from the campaign groups themselves, covered the developments to a 

quite large extent.15 With other words, there was available data according to the 

operationalization of the variables, but it was not found as much in international media reports. 

Moreover, since the operationalization of the independent variable contained several indicators 

it allowed me to search for quite many gender dimensions and despite this rather broad 

observation strategy, I did not find gender dimensions. This indicates that the no-findings were 

not a result of under-reporting, but rather that gender dimensions were absent in the case of 

Algeria. Finally, the social media accounts and Facebook groups that I had access to were open 

sources. This is a limitation for my findings because posts by activists in open accounts might 

not entail enough nuances due to activists’ fear of repression from the regime.  

 
15 French and Arabic language barriers were not an issue due to language skills. 
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Theoretical Implications 

As was argued in the research design chapter, the best possible cases to test a theory on, are 

cases that are as similar as possible on confounding variables that might spur the theorized 

relationship. Due to the inherent limitations with a comparative case study, it is a difficult task, 

if not impossible, to control for all potential variables that might cause an outcome. The 

multivariate and complex nature of the reality where very few phenomena, if any, are caused 

by only one factor, makes it an even more impossible task. Despite that as many variables as 

possible were controlled for in the case selection strategy and although several alternative 

explanations and additional observations have been discussed above, I cannot disregard that 

there are other important explanations for the success or failure of nonviolent campaigns that 

have not been identified in this study. A factor that e.g. not has been investigated is whether 

ethnic identity ties between protestors and political leaders can help to explain variation in 

outcomes. Another potential interesting factor is the regimes’ counter strategies and if and how 

they influence the outcome of nonviolent campaigns.  

The critical reader might also point out that there is a risk of endogeneity, which in the 

context of this study would concern reversed causality. It would mean that gender dimensions 

are a symptom of successful campaigns, rather than the cause of successful campaigns. This 

risk can however be rejected since the empirical evidence identified the presence of women’s 

participation and leadership during the onset of the campaigns, e.g. in igniting mobilization of 

more participants. Another inherent limitation with this design that might influence the theory’s 

explanatory power, is that I have not been able to assess how much gender dimensions mattered 

for the outcomes. I have only been able to assess whether and how gender dimensions mattered. 

But since the aim of this study was not to evaluate the strength in the relationship, but rather to 

explore whether and how gender dimensions matter for the outcomes, I do not consider this 

limitation applicable to the results of my study. Finally, since the structured and focused 

questions for the data collection and the comparative analysis only relate to the theorized 

relationship under study, there is a risk that nuances, and potential alternative explanations are 

overlooked. Although the initial overarching guiding questions for each case and the case 

selection strategy helped to highlight some alternative and additional factors, any exhaustive 

conclusions about the explanatory power of the theory are therefore difficult to make. 
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9. Conclusions  
This study has aimed to create and evaluate a theoretical framework that explains why and how 

women’s participation might affect the outcome of nonviolent campaigns. The purpose of the 

study has also been to contribute to a research puzzle that questions the effect of women’s 

participation in nonviolent campaigns that operate in gender unequal states where the regime is 

not dependent on its female population. 
I created a causal model that argues that three gender dimensions: (1) gender framing 

techniques; (2) gender experiences; and (3) shared gender-equal attitudes within a campaign, 

contribute to more successful campaigns. The empirical evidence gives support to the 

theoretical argument and suggests that despite difficult circumstances as the regime’s 

independency from women, and women’s lack of influence in the pillars of support, women’s 

participation is a strong force and changes the direction and character of nonviolent campaigns. 
The findings furthermore indicate that gender dimensions not only influence whether the 

campaign achieves regime change, but also whether the campaign manages to influence the 

transitional period. In line with the theoretical argument, the evidence also suggests that shared 

gender-equal attitudes within the nonviolent campaign is a necessary condition for whether the 

women are given space and influence in the campaign. This contrasts Sharp’s (1973) logic of 

power which is based on consent. According to Sharp (ibid), there are no structural power 

constraints that impede certain groups in society to withdraw support. Hence, the study’s 

findings contribute with the theoretical insight that there firstly exists one such structural 

condition within nonviolent campaigns that could make them less successful, and secondly that 

such structural condition can be dismantled if protestors share gender-equal attitudes.  

Moreover, the findings suggested that gender dimensions seem to be important for 

maintaining and mobilizing protestors, which influence the size of the campaign, but that the 

size per se does not predict whether a campaign will succeed in influencing the transitional 

period. This both confirms and complements existing knowledge about size and outcome 

variation (Sharp, 1973; Chenoweth & Stephan, 2011). Regarding the causal mechanisms, the 

findings suggested a temporal order in which the mechanisms have an effect on the outcome. 

Previous research has, to my knowledge, not highlighted temporal orders (Chenoweth & 

Stephan, 2011; Schock, 2005), why research that clarifies the causal order, e.g. through the 

method of process tracing, is warranted.  

The theoretical evaluation has contributed with some interesting, but modest, insights to 

the general field of both nonviolent resistance and social movement literature. The study has 
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furthermore pointed to several limitations that need to be addressed, both in terms of refining 

the theoretical framework and generalizing the findings. The first being the need to evaluate 

the theory and the interaction effects of the alternative and additional observations on a larger 

sample of cases with a wider geographical spread, especially the political alliance argument 

which was a potential condition for the causal story. Second, there is a need to expand the 

definition of outcomes to include transitional periods. Studying transitional periods could give 

new insights, such as the effect of third-party mediation. There is, to my knowledge, scarce 

knowledge about this factor in the research fields, why more research on third-party mediation 

and how gender dimensions interact with it, is warranted in both quantitative and qualitative 

future studies. 

A final limitation with this study is that women’s gendered forms of protest were not 

possible to compare to men’s gendered forms of protest due to the lack of gender-disaggregated 

data. Such comparison could have contributed to an understanding of if and how men’s and 

women’s methods and strategies differ and how important those differences are for explaining 

why some nonviolent campaigns succeed, and others fail. In comparison to how previous data 

has been collected and how previous and contemporary research is conducted, it is vital that 

future studies that aim to gender integrate nonviolent resistance and social movement research, 

focus on both men’s and women’s experiences.  
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